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Abstract:
The aim of the research IS to develop a brief for the
design of a proposed Centre for Indian MUSIC In

Durban. The relevance of such a centre would be
established by analysing the history of musIc In India
as compared to the Indian musIc evolution In South
Africa. The effects of Imperialism and colOnisation had
Significant Impact on the practice and learning of
musIc In both countries. Such political Institutions also
had great Influence on the spaces where musIc had
been performed. Indian mU~lc ~_~nlque~ differs
qUite slgnlflcalJ.!:.ly from West~rn~muslc. A comparison
of Indian musIc (movement through time) and the
architecture of Indian musIc to Western musIc would
prOVide valuable clues to the quality of space and
movement through space In Indian architecture. The
theory review analyses the integration of pragmatic
functional requirements of the building program With
the metaphySical and symbolic qualities of space that
are characteristic of Indian traditional
architecture.
Such architecture would be analysed
With reference to ItS relevance In the
context of Durban. Any cultural place ought to
transcend mere functional requirements and should be
rich In symbolism and metaphor. Both natural and
spatial archetypes add to the symboliC quality of
space and place. Critical Regionalism would hence be
revlew~d. Urban deSign theory would be essential as
the Centre for Indian MUSIC In Durban would be
located adjacent to a rich cultural precinct on one
end and totally vacant and abandoned sites on the
other. The need for Urban deSign and intervention
would propose appropriate development of the
vacant sites whilst Llnk.ages to other cultural faCilities
would be established Within the City'S rich cultural
landscape. ~OUStIC prinCiples would be ~alysed In

order to deSign eff&nt rooms and s aces to
"-- - - - -----'---
faCilitate musIc performance and production.
Precedent studies of Similar buildings by renowned
architects would be critically analysed against their
symbolic and contextual relevance. Case studies of
South African musIc faCilities would prOVide useful
deSign and technical data. The siting of the building
would be borne out of a thorough analySIS of various
sites against a predetermined set of site selection
Criteria. The resultant formulation of a brief would be
the outcome of the research undertaken.
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Glossary of Terms

Bhapns:

Bhaktl:

Bo/lywood:

Chatn:

Gamakas:

GandhaNa:

Gharana:

Ghats:

Guru:

Kunds:

uya:

Raqas (Singular = Raaq):

5waras:

5hrutJs:

5hlshya:

5anqeet:

Ta/as (Singular = Taa~:

Vaastv:

Ved Mantras:

Spiritual/Religious hymns

Devotion

The name given to the North Indian film Industry

Pergola / AWning

Gracetones / ornamentation

Celestial musIcian

Musical Lineage / pedigree

Stepped platforms at the edge of a water body usually a river

Teacher / Master / Spiritual master

Scared open spaces defined by steps or terraces.

Speed of a Rhythmic cycle.

Melody set to specific notation to Invoke certain moods. Each
raag IS associated With a particular emotional response.

Tone or Interval, Vowel

BaSIC ground tone of a drone.

DIsciple / Student

MUSIC

RhythmiC cycle of a specific number of beats performed In many
variations and uya.

AnCient Indian architecture / art of building.

Verses from the sacred IndIan texts known as the Vedas.



Introduction

Context of the Research

S.A. Indian culture IS vibrant In Durban and
forms a majOr component of the Identity of
the city.
People of Indian origin In Durban have
made Significant Impact In the city. In fact
the cultural landscape of Durban IS defined
by a large Indian population - the largest
outside India.

The Durban Indian expenence IS however
largely confined to the trade and religious
precincts. Victoria Street market, the
Grey Street Mosque and the Hare Krlshna
Tem le of un erstandlng are some of the
popular tounst hot spots. The stimulating
cultural expenence offered by the Indian
~ormln arts does not feature as
prominently. Indeed there IS no adequate
place for such an interactive experience.

Indian culture In Durban manifests, largely,
as religiOUS and matnmonlal ceremonies.
More recently the Bo/lywood movie culture
has made great Impact on the Durban
Indian cultural fraternity. MUSIC had always
formed an Inseparable com onent f
festivals albeit of a standard that lacked
~

quality. Imitation of the onglnal Indian film
sound tracks had become the order of the
day. "PlaYing by ear" Without any formal
theoretical background resulted In one
positive though - a definite South Afncan
flavour.

Post-apartheid democratic South Afnca
saw strong ties With India being re
established. Renowned qurus from India
and Mauntlus were contracted to teach
reSident In Durban. At the same time som~
South African musIcians left to study musIc
formally In India. They would return and set
up their own schools of musIc In Durban.
The last decade and a half has witnessed a
remarkable Increase In formal Indian
classical musIc training In Durban.

Although the problem of lack of musIc
training has been overcome, there still IS

no central phySical place for
accommodating congress, performance,
and resources for Indian musIc In Durban.
Indeed there IS no built form to
accommodate and concretlse thiS powerful
Durban Identity. As Kuru/a Varkey affirms:
"The value systems of a culture manifest
themselves In ItS built form .... (Varkey,
2000:98)

MUSIC training and performance In Durban
plays out In the most Inappropnate of
spaces. Such spaces Include sc 00 multi
purpose rooms, classroomS:- horiie5 of
~tors and musI~n~d ~en garages.
MUSIC, referred to as a "contained art
form" therefore has to be appropnately
accommodated In order to have ItS
deSired effect and appreciation.
Architecture as "frozen musIc" would
become the medium In which musIc finds
ItS expression, cultural Identity and ItS
phySical manifestation In the built form.

I have a personal association With the
tOpiC as a claSSically trained performing
and recording musIcian myself. I also serve
an administrative role In the South Afncan
Indian musIc Industry as Executive
Secretary to MUSICians United Serving
Indian Culture In South Afnca
[MUSIC(SA)] .

From my personal expenence, as architectural
student and mUSICian, the practice of Indian
MUSIC In Durban IS still confined Within the
restnctlve bounds of IndiVidual learning
centres, not unlike the ancient Gharana
system In India.
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Outline of the 5tudy
Chapter One outlines the alms and objectives
of the study, which gives rise to the problem
statement and the hypothesIs. The research
question and sub-questions are Identified
followed by the research methodology to be
Implemented In resolving such questions.
Delimitations to the study are thereafter set
out.

Chapter Two discusses the historical
development of Indian musIc (literature,
training and performance) as well as the
spaces In which musIc played out. Initially
Indian musIc focussed on the divine and was
confined to spaces for spiritual activity.
The Influence of political Institutions such as
Imperialism and Colonialism, during the variOUS
historical periods, had Significant Impact on
Indian musIc and the spaces that
accommodated musIc In India.
The Independence of Indla realised a new
freedom In musical expression, integration and
the spaces that facilitated Indian musIc.

The political History of 50uth Africa had
Significant Impact on South African Indian
musIc. Separation from the motherland, India,
meant that few had mUSical talent and none
had formal training In Indian musIc.
South African Indian musIc IS referred to as
the musIc of the working class as workers
took respite from the torments and abuse of
their colonlalist bosses. MUSIC became the
medium to restore self esteem and dignity In
society.
The spaces that accommodated Indian musIc
In South Africa highlight the lack of adequate
faCilities espeCially With regard to rehearsal
spaces.
The chapter concludes With a diSCUSSion on
the pedagogy of Indian musIc training. A
comparison of musIc learning In India With that
of South Africa brings to light the reasons for
an inferior quality of Indian musIc In South
Africa.

Chapter Three starts off by a study of the
Theory of Indian musIc. The particularities of
Indian musIC become more comprehendlble
when compared to Western musIC. The
architecture of Western mUSIC, likeWise,

differs Significantly from that of Indian musIc.
A theoretical study of the relationship of
musIc Into architecture gives meaning to the
phrase "architecture IS frozen musIc".

Traditional Indian architecture IS characterised
by ItS sculptural expression. Sculpture In
traditional Indian architecture consists largely
of depictions of mUSICians and dancers In

variOUS poses. ArChitecture hence becomes a
repository for musIc and dance.

The Visual and tactile qualities of thiS
sculptural architecture are transcended by ItS
metaphySical, symbolic and metaphOriC values.
Cosmic prinCiples relating to creation;
evolution and consciousness are transformed
Into organisational; formal; and graphiC
symbols In architecture.

The Impact of globallsatlon and technical
advancement on culture, hence traditional
architecture, raises questions In respect of
the contemporary relevance of traditional and
symbolic architecture. Critical regionalism
would reveal the POSSibility of traditional
expression In contemporary time and context.
Contemporary Indian architects have Similarly
reinterpreted and relnvented traditional Indian
archetypes to SUit the requirements of time
and context.

The reinterpretation of cultural symbolism In
architecture would be Invaluable In the
creation of a Centre for Indian MUSIC In Durban
as the building ought to reflect symbolic and
metaphOriC cultural values whilst responding
to the context and dynamiCs of the city of
Durban.

The latter part of Chapter Three analyses
theOries and prinCiples of Urban DeSign.
A centre 'for musIc serves a broader purpose
as a symbol of cultural Identity In the context
of the City. Such a place therefore ought to
develop and enhance the cultural landscape;
afford access and opportunities to the people
of the city whilst forging links and bridging the
gaps In a fragmented and segregated city.
Precedent studies In the form of bUildings
that accommodate the performing arts.
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Precedent analysIs looks at buildings
designed by the above architects In order to
Identify the theoretical principles, discussed
earlier, In the built form. The precedent study
would also be referred to In the design and
technical report.

Chapter Four comprises case studies of
buildings In South Africa that functionally
accommodate the performing arts. The case
studies would directly Inform the brief, design
and technology of the proposed centre for
musIc. Spatial and technical data would be
extracted from drawings and articles of the
buildings as well as interviews With the
relevant profesSional consultants and the
users where necessary.

Chapter Five sets out site selection criteria In
order to Identify the appropriate site for the
proposed centre. The selected site would
then be analysed With regard to ItS hiStOry,
climatic Influences, nOise, traffiC and ItS urban
context. The site analySIS extends to a
broader analySIS of the surrounding precincts
which Informs the proposed urban design
framework / proposal for the greater Block
A.K. and Grey Street precincts.
All of the conclUSions and recommendations
arising out of the research would be utilised In
the development of a brief In Chapter SIX. The
brief would desCribe the design Intention of
the centre as well as an assumed client

organisation. Local AuthOrity requirements
would be established.
The functional spaces would be borne out of
an analySIS of the needs of the users of the
building whilst architectural expression would
be symbolic. A detailed analySIS of the various
spaces would translate Into spatial data as
set out In a schedule of accommodation.

Chapter Seven outlines the design
conSiderations and conceptual approach In the
design of the centre for Indian musIc. The
application of the theoretical concepts In
Chapter Three are Implemented In the
development of the design of the building.
Technical and environmental resolution
concludes Chapter Seven.

Chapter Eight reviews the research and the
design development to draw conclUSions With
regard to the relevance and the value of the
study. The need for future research would be
highlighted.

3



Chapter One: Research Background.

I . I . Alms and Objectives of the Study:
The primary aim and objective of the study IS
to extract design gUidelines from the critical
analysIs of theory, precedent and case
studies In order to develop a brief. A centre
for Indian MusIc IS a cultural building. It IS also
an objective of this dissertation to examine
the cultural relevance of the architecture of
such a centre. The role of architecture should
serve a purpose greater than the functional
accommodation of facilities. Architecture
should reflect the cultural and traditional
values associated with Indian people In South
Africa. Much of these values have been
inherited from India and have been adapted to
SUit the South African context.
Such alms and objectives raises certain key
questions which would form the basIs of the
material researched.

I .2. Problem Statement:
To establish the design criteria for spaces
that accommodate the performance and
production of Indian musIc which transcends
the pragmatic requirements of the building
programme In order to symbolically express
the culture of the place.

I ;3. HypothesIs:
Architecture that IS borne out of both the
phySical and symbolic (metaphYSical)
aspirations of the people It serves mantfests
as culture In the built form.

1.4. The Research Question:
How would ArChitecture functionally
accommodate Indian musIc whilst serving a
metaphYSical purpose as a symbol of Indian
cultural Identity In Durban?

1.4. , . Sub-QuestIons:
I . How does musIc theory relate to

architectural theory With regard to
the development of the design
concept?

2. What are the essentIal elements of
Indian architecture and how are they
symbolically relevant to the
proposed centre?

3. How would traditional archetypes of
Indian Architecture be reinterpreted
to become contextually relevant In
present times?

4. How would the metaphoric, cultural
and symbolic qualities of the centre
be archltecturally expressed?

5. What are the spatial requirements for
the accommodation of the varIous
functions of the centre?

G. What are the technical requirements
With regard to materials and flntshes
for acoustic spaces?

7. What are the techntcal requirements
for recording and production of
musIc?

I .5. DelimItations of StUdy:
The study conducted IS Within the context of
the disCipline of architecture. All research IS
geared towards the development of a brief
for the Proposed Centre for Indian MusIc.

The essential elements and the metaphysical
of Indian architecture would be applied as
relevant to the context of Durban. Overt
Importation of Architectural Style would be
aVOided.

As most of the relevant precedent studies
and architects are located abroad actual site
VISitS would not be possible due to time and
budgetary constraints.

Political and certain broader strategic Issues
are beyond the scope of thiS research.

DeCISions on funding would be looked at
broadly and It IS not the Intention of thiS
study to delve Into the specIfiCS of Issues
around sources of funding.
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I .G. Research Methodology:
This section sets out the research
methodology that would be Implemented In
finding solutions to the research questions as
listed under 1.4.

PRI MARY RESEARCH:
Case Studies of existing places of musIc In
South Africa would be recorded graphically as
well as photographically. Recorded information
will be subjected to qualitative analysIs to
Identify the spatial requirements of their users
(1.4.1-5). Technical data regarding materials;
sizes; finishes and equipment would be
obtained from the relevant measured draWings
and photographs.

Seml- structured as well as open-ended
interviews will be conducted with the relevant
stakeholders In the South African musIc
Industry. The purpose of the interviews would
be to Identify possible sources of funding;
determine the most sUitable location of the
proposed centre; functional requirements of
the end users; to determine the adequacy /
Inadequacy of the existing musIc facilities In
Durban and to obtain the latest technical
Information regarding recording and
production of musIc. Interviews would also
provide answers to broader questions such as
the latest Initiatives and developments In the
South African Indian musIc Industry.

Intervlews would be recorded with the
permission of the Interviewee.

SECONDARY RESEARCH:
Literature would be reviewed In order to draw
on relevant theories In response to the
research questions.

Literature ReVIew:
AnalysIs of theory via literature review would
be aimed at finding answers to the question
regarding the essential elements of Indian
architecture (1 .4. 1-2); traditional

archetypes( I .4.1-3); the relationship of musIc
with architecture ( I .4. I - 1)and the
Metaphoric and cultural symbolism In the
expression of Indian architecture (1.4.1-4)

Precedent Studies:
Precedent studies would be analysed In
finding practical applications as solutions to
the questions regarding the essential
elements of Indian architecture (1.4.1-2.);
the Implementation of traditional archetypes
(I .4. 1-3) and the symbolic, the spatial and
organisational requirements of functional
spaces (I .4.1-5) and the metaphySical and
metaphoriC aspects of Indian architecture
(I .4. 1-4) . The relevant works of acclaimed
architects would be analysed In order to find
applied solutions towards the deSign of the
bUilding. Literature review at Libraries and on
the Internet would be the preferred method
of obtaining precedents. The study Will be
subjected to Critical review and comparative
analySIS.

Document searches at the relevant
Government cultural departments as well as at
eXisting cultural centres would prOVide
information With regard to the broader ISSUes
such as the White paper on Arts and Culture
as well as Government and private funding of
cultural actiVities In KwaZulu Natal.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review.
The mornmq will surely come, the darkness will
vamsh, and the vOice pour down m qolden
streams breakmq throuqh the sky.
When thy words will take wmqs m 50nqs from
every one of my blrd's nests, and thy melodies
will break forth m flowers m all my forest
qroves (R.ablndranath Tagore.)

2. I. A Brief History of Indian MUSIC
from ancient to present ..

It IS necessary to briefly review the history
of Indian musIc performance and training
both In India and South Africa. Religion,
colOnialism and politiCS have had significant
Impact on Indian musIc literature, training
and performance. Political administration
Including Imperialism and colOnialism had
great Impact on the spaces that
accommodated musIc actiVities.

In South Africa Indian mUSICians regarded
musIc as a means of restoring their dignity
and self respect as they were degraded
and humiliated by their colonlalist bosses.
South African Indian musIc IS therefore
referred to as the musIc of the working
class.

The relevance of musIc development would
be related to the developments In Indian
architecture.

The Aryan Period - VedlC Period to Tenth
century A.D.:
The Aryan Period In Indian history started
from the Vedlc Period about 1000 B.C.
to the Tenth century A.D. During the
Vedlc period the writing of Ved Mantras
started. These Ved Mantras were recited
as sounds called Swaras (vowels) taken
from the Sanskrit language. Ved mantras
were sung ,as Shrut/s, to a notation
system of high-pitched; Iow-pitched and
Intermediate-pitched notes. People dUring
thiS period sang religiOUS hymns. At the
beginning of the ClaSSical Period (GOO 
500 B.C.) Gandharva type of musIc
evolved combining musIc With drama. The
regular system of seven notes In musIc
was established before 350 B.C.

During the EpiC age of the Ramayana and
Mahabharata (400B.C. - 200A.D.) these
religiOUS texts were sung With mUSical
accompaniment which faCilitated
Improvisation (Vir, 1980: 14).

A Significant moment In Indian musIc history
and theory was the writing of the Bharat
Natya Shastra In the fifth century A.D. The
Bharatya Natya Shastra was conSidered
the seminal writing on Indian musIc at that
time. The Natya Shastra IS a treatise,
comprising thirty SIX chapters, on the
Indian performing arts. The Natya Shastra
was written by Bharat Mum sometime
between 4 thcentury B.C. and 2ndcentury
A.D (Stevens). Stevens refers to the
Natya shastra as the "artistiC Bible" that
Informs the mainstream musIc and dance
styles of India. ThiS writing was In

eXistence long before Ragas were
developed.

Ragas were created In the Sixth century
A.D. DUring the 4 th century the great
Indian poet, K3lldas, wrote various verses
that were sung In mUSical rhythm. The
Hindu rulers of the time gave place to
mUSICians and dramatists In their courts.
MUSIC progressed at a rapid rate, along
With the dramas of K3lldas (Vir,
J 980: /7).

DUring the Bhakt/ Period (7th century A.D.)
devotional songs were sung to musIc by
the preachers. Such renditions mainly
happened at religiOUS centres In the form
of shrines at homes and temples In the
Villages. Indian musIc continued to
progress and evolve. It was dUring the
/Oth century A.D., the period of the Hindu
Princes that Indian musIc flOUrished. Many
popular books on Indian musIc were
written dUring thiS period. MUSIC found a
place In the courts of the Royal families
(Vir, /980: /8).
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The Muslim Period - Eleventh Century A.D.
to Eighteenth Century A.D.:
The Muslim rulers held musIcians In high
esteem. Several new Ragas originated
during thiS period. During the reign of
Sultan Feroze Shah In 1237 the composer
Sharangdeo wrote the 5anqeeth Ratnakar.
5anqeeth Ratnakar IS conSidered the
seminal writing on Indian musIc and dance
theory (Vir, 1980: 18).
During the reign of Allaudln KhlUI In I 4
century A.D. Indian musIc reached ItS
zenith of splendour. Amlr Khusro was a
poet-mUSIcian and state minister of
Allaudln KhUIi. Amlr Khusro IS stili regarded
by many as the founder of the Indian
claSSical musIc we know It today. He has
been accredited With Inventing the Indian
musIc Instruments such as the Sitar and
Tabla. Amlr Khusro Invented many new
Ragas (Vir, 1980: 19).

Emperor Akbar (I Gth Century A.D.) had a
keen Interest In musIc. He kept many well
reputed mUSICians who performed In the
courts of hiS palace. The most famous, at
that time, was Tansen. Tansen also
Invented many new Ragas. Akbar's son
,Jahanglr, took over as leader In I G05
after Emperor Akbar's death.
Jahangeer took no Interest at all In musIc
(Vir, 1980:20). MUSIC development
therefore lost momentum and
performances were rare.

During the 17th century Shah Jehan, son of
Jahanglr became the emperor of India.
Shah Jehan was a lover of vocal and
Instrumental musIc. Shah Jehan was well
versed In Urdu songs and was deeply
Influenced by Sufee melodies. The most
Important book on the system of Indian
musIc written dUring thiS time was the
Paruat by Pandit Ahobal.
In the latter half of the 17th century Indian
musIc suffered a major setback. Emperor
Aurangzeb was a despotic Mohammadan
ruler who hated mUSical actiVities. He
removed all the mUSICians from hiS court
and ordered hiS police to stop all mUSical
performances. He also ordered that all
mUSical Instruments be destroyed hence

the demise of the court mUSICians. Those
that still had resources including
Instruments would perform In the Village
communal spaces and religiOUS precincts.

The reVival of musIc actiVities happened In
the royal courts dUring the reign of
Mohammad Shah Rangeela who was a
great lover of musIc. The brothers,
Adarang and Sadarang were two
prominent mUSICians who wrote musIc and
taught the musIc to their pupils (Vir,
1980: 19).

The Mugal empire greatly contributed to
the bifurcation of Indian claSSical musIc
Into the northern tradition of Hlndustanl
musIc and the Southern tradition of
Carnatlc musIc. The two systems share
much In common and the Original source of
both systems IS the musIc of the Vedas
(lyer). The essential differences are that
the North Indian tradition IS more smooth
and melodiOUS due to Persian Influence
whilst South Indian musIc IS more
ornamental and melodies are much more
demanding. Muslim Influence was much
greater on North Indian musIc than on
South Indian musIc. Language also
distingUished the two systems as Hlndl
language dominated the North Indian musIc
whilst the Tamil language the South Indian
musIc. Both traditions gradually shifted
from a means of religiOUS expression to
performance for entertainment In the
courts of the rulers.

The Impact of the courts further led to
development of separate pedigrees that
developed Within the confines of the
relevant courts and palaces. ThiS mUSical
lineage that developed Within the courts of
the rulers became known as the Gharana
system.

The Gharana System:
India's' Gharana system emanated as a
result of an Imperial system of governance
where mUSICians were confined to
performance In the courts of their rulers.
DUring and for centuries beyond the
Muslim Period the court mUSICians passed
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down their knowledge to their disciples
within the palaces. As musIc became a
matter of prestige there was Intense
rivalry between the courts and mUSICians
themselves. Musical knowledge was
Jealously guarded and mUSICians passed
down their knowledge within their families.
Gharana literally translates to "of the
house". Each Gharana was named after the
place of ItS origin for example Delhi
Gharana. A qharana therefore had ItS
particular flavour as well as set rules for
the reciting or playing of Instruments.
Knowledge within the qharana5 developed
along rigid confines as there was no
exchange between the various qharana5
(Vir, 1980:22).

The Gharana system has diminished
Significantly, but not altogether, ever since
the demise of the courts of Imperial India
some time dUring the early part of the
eighteenth century. Gharanas are still
referred to In present day musIc theory,
though, as a means of indicating musIc
pedigree and lineage.
The advent of musIc recording and rapid
communication technology also
contributed to the dying out of the
Gharana system. Indian musIc moved out of
the restrictive bounds of the court spaces
and thereby became more accessible to
the common man. Such freedom afforded
mUSICians of the various qharana5 the
opportunity to collaborate with the
resultant cross-fertilisation producing
musIc of greater compleXity and Interest.

The English Period - Eighteenth Century to
Independence of India:
After the Mughal Period the British ruled
India. Indian musIc did not appeal to the
British and the court mUSICians were no
longer held In high esteem. This lack of
appreciation of Indian musIc filtered down
to the educated Indian people as well. At
the time English mUSICians such as Willlam
Jones, Sir W. Austley, Captain Day and
Captain Willard took keen Interest In Indian

musIc and began studying the
characteristics of Indian musIc. Maharaja
Pratap Slngh ( 1779- I 804) of Jalpur
organised a conference In order to revive
Interest In Indian musIc. The subsequent
development In Indian musIc theory and
practice led to the formation of many new
raqa5 and ta/a5 and many books on Indian
musIc were written (Vir, 1980:25).

Towards the end of the Nineteenth
century two grand personalities
revolutionised Indian musIc - Pt. Vlshnu
Dlgamber Paluskar and Pt. Vlshnu Naraln
Bhatkande. Paluskar laid the foundations
for the Ghandharava Mahavldyalaya
academy of musIc In Lahore In I 90 I. He
postulated hiS own theory of Notation and
was active In training teachers of Indian
musIc. Paluskar's contribution to Indian
musIc revival was most Significant as today
there are more than 300 branches of the
Gandharava Mahavldya Laya with ItS own
notation system all over India.
Bhatkande organised the All India MUSIC
Conference In 191 Gat Baroda.
He wrote many of the most Significant
books on Indian musIc and was active In
creating notation systems and new ragas.
Bhatkande established many colleges of
Indian musIc throughout India
(Vir, 1980:2G).

Independent India up to present:
After Independence Indian musIc gained In
popularity and the educated society felt It
necessary to educate their children In the
art of Indian musIc. Indian musIc found ItS
place In School and University CUrricular.
Post-graduate qualifications In Indian MUSIC
may be obtained at many Schools of musIc
In India. Regular conferences are also a
feature of Indian musIc. A demand for
performance venues grew In all parts of
India (Vir, I 980:2G).

In India, the contemporary schools of
classical musIc have broken away from the
Gharana system as a result of the demise
of the great Mogul empire and the advent
of recording and communication
technology.
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MUSIC literacy now Incorporates the rich
diversities of the various qharanas. Indian
classical musIc nowadays has a flavour that
IS contemporary, complex and exciting as
traditional formality fuses with the
contemporary flair of a liberated young
blood. Places for dialogue and sharing of
knowledge and skills have resulted In a
standard of musIc theory, compOSition and
performance of superior quality and
broader appeal. The Indian film Industry
has popularised Indian musIc throughout
the globe often With western Influence, but
nevertheless IS composed from the baSIS
of Raaq and Taa/.

2. J .1 . The History of Indian MUSIC In
South Africa:
Unlike ethnomuslcologlcal and popular
musIc which IS composed and performed
by the same group, South African Indians
played by ear. Their musIc was therefore
Imported from the geographic, POlitical,
and SOCial context of India (Veeran,
1999:11). Veeran refers to South African
Indian musIc as existing Within the confines
of a paraSitic relationship With ItS host, the
Indian film Industry which gained popularity
In South Africa during the mid-thirties.
Veeran refers to South African Indian
musIc as the musIc of the working class.
Indeed the need for self respect and
esteem ranked high on the endeavours of
the working class. This was largely due the
lack of respect and the abuse metered out
to them by their bosses during an era
characterised by raCial segregation and
White supremacy. MUSIC therefore was a
symbolic means of achieVing the
unattainable. As Shama Naldoo ,a singer,
IS quoted as confirming In an InterView With
Veeran:
From Monday to Friday, we were treated hke
dogs. Yes 51r, No 51r, Yes Madam, No
Madam. On 5unday mornmg, when we playmg
at a weddmg, we were the Dorehs (bosses).
Young, young boys wanted to play like us. We
lookmg smart, the audIence will "lookH(stare
WIth admlrabon). We too, we used to 'gIVe It'
(perform well).... rVeeran, 1999: 147)

The pre-1930's was characterised by
religiOUS and folk musIc that was brought

down to South Africa by the Indian
Immigrants. Such musIc was performed at
Hindu SOCial occasions such as weddings
and concerts. Weddings generally
happened In marquees at homes and
concerts happened at central venues such
as community halls and the City Hall.
ReligiOUS renditions happened at temples
or homes. During the late 1930's
American mUSicals became popular and
were screened at "Indian" cinemas as well.
Hence the Rock, Jazz and Pop musIc
Influence on Indian film musIc. Indian
Cinema, apart from the Hindu SOCial
occasions was the only source of
entertainment for the Indian people of
Durban.

The lounge, In the home of a mUSICian
became the place for experimentation and
rehearsal (Veeran, 1999:230). The home
thereby transformed Into performance
space and therefore a place for communal
meetings. Veeran refers to thiS
diSintegration of domestic space Into
communal space as "World In the Home". I
recall from my own experience as a child a
room being used as the "band room" With
many famous mUSICians frequenting my
extended family home for rehearsals.

The band room also served as a place for
learning musIc. As the musIc was not
formally taught an aspiring mUSICian would
have had to learn to play an Instrument by
watching a mUSICian play. Youngsters who
wanted to learn were often given the
opportunity to perform minor roles, such
as Side percussion accompaniment, Within
the band.

2. J .2. The Pedagogy of Indian musIc In
South Africa as compared to India:
Indian musIc was not formally taught In
South Africa until the late 1980's.
India on the other hand had a strong
tradition of Indian musIc knowledge
dissemination from the latter years of the
Muslim Period (18th century).
The Indian system of musIc was based on
indiVidual Tutorship and mentorlng.
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The guru / shlshya (ma5ter / dl5clple)
relatlon5hlp wa5 the method of Indian
mU51C education m early tlme5. Thl5
method mvolved ob5ervatlon and Imitation
m the Oral tradition. The guru / shlshya

method 15 5till a preferred method by
many contemporary guru5. The period of
Independence gave rl5e to Indian mU51C
programme5 bemg mtegrated mto
UnlVer51tle5 and college5 throughout India.

In South Africa popular Indian mU51C wa5
learnt by 1i5tenlng to a film 50ng and
workmg out the notation. Thl5 tradition of
playmg by ear without any formal
knowledge of the R.:iga5 generally led to
mU51C of Inferior quality. A5 Mr Harry
Somaroo (Quoted from Veeran, I 999: I 7)
hlghlight5:

Essenttal to the proqress of a community's
arts, m the absence of a kmdly dtsposltton by
the Establtshment towards Its culture, IS the
affluence of that community and the
advantaqes that attend such affluence. Of

these patronaqe of the arts IS mvaluable.
Unfortunately the local Indian community had
not for the most part of Its History m thiS
country ef!Joyed such benefit. A community
conslstmq larqely of mdentured labourers Itvmq
m penury has had little time for the pursUit of

hlqher Ideals, expendmq Its enerqles mstead m
commq to terms WIth the more practIcal ISSUes
of Itvmq. Despite these adverse
circumstances, the very nature of the IndIan
has dictated the perpetuatton of musIc as an
mseparable aspect of hiS life m South Africa
from the outset. However, there were no
profeSSIonal mUSICIans amonqst the early
Indians and It IS reqrettable that those who
InitIated the local musIc tradttlOn fell far below
the standards of professlonaltsm found In

Indta.

Another Important factor that tran5plre5
from Somaroo'5 text 15 that Indian people
5truggled to earn a Iivmg. Their focu5 wa5
on trymg to better the quality of their
Iive5 albeit at the expen5e of mU51C
education.

MU51cal families and The Oral Tradition:
In South Africa mU51cal 5kill5 were learnt by
ob5ervlng a mU51Clan whl15t he played.
Children of mU51Clan5 therefore were m05t
exp05ed to mU51C reCital and It 15
therefore that the concept of "mu5lc
family" eXI5t5 m South Africa. The5e early
South African Indian mU51Clan5 had no
formal knowledge of Indian mU5IC. They
could not write their mU51C In the form of
notation or a551gn a mU51C piece to any
particular R.:iga. The mU51Clan5 were
therefore reluctant to teach their art to
out5lder5.

Recent development5 m the South African
MU51C Indu5try.
The earlier 1990'5 5aw qualified tutor5
from oversea5, mamly MaUrltlu5, takmg
re51dence m South Africa and conducting
c1a55e5. Such c1a55e5 were admlnl5tered
by local cultural organl5atlon5 5uch a5 the
Hmdl Shlksha Sang (SA). Some 5tudent5
would go on to learn under the ma5ter5 In
India.

The re5ultant effect was that the quality of
Indian mU51C 5tarted to Improve. Student5
would have the academiC and technical
knowledge of mU5IC. An InCrea5e m orlgmal
comp051tlon5 wa5 IneVitable. The
production quality of South African Indian
mU51C al50 Improved a5 mU51Clan5 better
under5tand the proce55 of recordmg
mU51C (Tan5en Nepaul).

Nepaul further hlghlight5 the Impact that
the Indlan Film mdustry has had on the
broader South African community In term5
of cultural awarene55. Indeed many mU51C
productlon5 con515t of a fU510n of Indian
With African or Western mU5IC. The Indian
movie tracks are however overWhelmingly
Imitated which actually 5tlfle5 creativity
and originality.

MU51C tralnmg ha5 al50 re5ulted In a much
more learned and edified audience.
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Performance spaces comprise a vast array
of venues ranging from the traditional
home marquee; temple; community hall to
more upmarket venues such as the
Playhouse and the I.C.C.

2.2. Conclusions
The political administration of both India
and 50uth Africa had significant Impact on
the development of Indian musIc In both
countries. MUSIC literature and even the
type of musIc or vocal renditions were
Influenced by the respective rulers In India.
MusIcians would "belong" to the
respective Emperors during their rule and
therefore the spaces for performance of
musIc mainly took the form of the courts of
the emperors. Imperialism also Impacted
on musIc knowledge dissemination as
knowledge then passed down within the
confines of the palaces / courts, mainly to
the descendents of the court mUSICians.
5uch a regime lead to the establishment of
the gharana system of Indian musIc. The
gharana system IS still used today In order
to define musIc pedigree and lineage.

From the English period onwards Indian
musIc was freed from the confines of the
courts and collaboration and cross
fertilisation of styles and techniques
developed complexity In Indian musIc.
MUSIC knowledge then started to
transgress the bounds of the musIcians'
Immediate families and became more
accessible. At the same time venues for
performance and academies of musIc
started to develop In India.

50 It happens that politics had great
Influence and determined the course of
Indian musIc In India.

50uth Africa's colonial past had significant
Impact on Indian musIc In 50uth Africa. As
people of Indian descent had little or no
contact with their motherland, musIc
knowledge remained In the hands of the
few who had brought down such
knowledge from India. Indians In 50uth
Africa became more concerned with

survival and then the quality of their lives.
MUSIC knowledge remained Within families.
MUSIC had become the medium within which
mUSICians found respect and dignity In an
unjust political regime. Orchestral musIc
was therefore regarded as the musIc of
the working class.

The early 1990's saw an Increase In Indian
musIc education that ultimately realised a
higher calibre of artist as well as a more
learned audience.

Performance spaces Initially consisted of
religious precincts and marquees at
homes. Later, with the establishment of
Cultural centres, musIc rehearsals and
performance moved out of the home.
Today most performances take place at
community halls and CIVIC halls.
There still remains no central venue for
Indian musIc In Durban.
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Chapter Three: Theoretical Framework.

Indian musIc Initially consisted of divine
hymns during the Aryan Period. Hindu
priests and devotees regarded musIc as a
means of attaining spiritual salvation. ThiS
belief still holds today. Indian sculpture
and paintings as well largely representative
of religious beliefs. Indian musIc IS complex
In nature and encompasses the Influences
of the sub-cultures of the various
geographic regions of India and the sub
continent.

Ragas were developed during the Sixth
Century A.D. Ragas were melodies set
Within a structure of certain notes Within
the diatonic scale. Each Raga would Invoke
a certain mood. Indian musIc differs
Significantly from Western musIc. The
nature of the Indian melody IS analogous
With a wire thin thread that rises and falls
In an undulating pattern. Indian rhythm IS
much more complex than Western rhythm.
Indian rhythm Incorporates various timing
changes Within a rhythmiC cycle resulting In
overlapping layers of beats In timing. The
architecture of Indian musIc IS therefore
also different to the architecture of
Western musIc.

The Influence of the mood of Ragas and
the complexity of Indian rhythms results In
particular sound forms. The section on
MusIc and ArChitecture focuses on
transforming the characteristics of musIc
Into architecture. MusIc IS represented as
colour; form which relates to the
perceptual qualities of architecture.
Sound, colour and Visuals also produce
emotive responses and therefore
architecture transcends the measurable
dimenSions of mathematiCs and colour and
becomes emotive and evocative - not
unlike the quality of an Indian Raaq.

Indian architecture IS also largely defined
by abstract and figurative symbolism.
Symbolism In Indian architecture has ItS
roots In man's relationship With the

cosmos. Cosmic prinCiples relating to
creation; evolution and consciousness are
transformed Into organisational; formal;
and graphic symbols In architecture.

The more phySical and tactile elements of
traditional Indian architecture takes the
form of sculpture and fine detail as seen In
the ancient temples of India. Sculpture
largely consists of depictions of mUSICians
and dancers hence architecture becomes
a repository for musIc and dance.

Globalisatlon and technological
advancement has had serious Impact on
cultural symbolism and tradition throughout
the world. Regionalist architecture, as
postulated by Critical regionalism, would
combine the traditional With the new and
progressive. Cultural Identity In
contemporary time and context IS
therefore pOSSible. Tradition Indian
archetypes, Similarly, are reinterpreted
and relnvented to become relevant to the
present time and context.

Various works of prominent Indian
architects would be analysed In the form
of analytical and qualitative precedent
study With a view to analySing the
application of the above theoretical
concepts whilst also prOViding data for the
deSign of the proposed centre for Indian
musIc.

The chapter concludes With an analYSiS of
urban deSign theory and prinCiples. Urban
deSign IS relevant as a centre for musIc In
the context of the City serves a broader
role than merely accommodating musIc.
The centre would enhance, Integrate and
reVitalise a fragmented South African city
such as Durban. The centre would also
pick up and link to the POSitive dynamiCs of
the city to enhance ItS dynamiC cultural
landscape.



3./ . Theory of Indian MusIc:
The MUSIC of Indla IS one of the oldest
unbroken musIc traditions In the world
(Courtney, 2007: I). Modern and cultural
research has shown that Indian musIc has
developed Within a very complex
interaction between different peoples of
different races and cultures (Courtney,
2007: I).

The Art and Architecture of India were
greatly Influenced by religiOUS beliefs and
customs. The same IS true for ItS MusIc.
The 5 forms 0 JndJarJ_Muslc w
rellglou~y~s called Bha an5. Bhapn5
were stories of reJ1glon and mytholo y.
'-- -~ --
As there IS no Single Indian language there
IS no Single entity as Indian MUSIC. 50
too Indian musIc comprises a range of
styles and systems which are spread over
India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri
Lank.3. Folk and Tribal musIc therefore
reflected the cultural character of their
geographic region as well as population
denSity. Such regionalist musIc Inevitably
adapted to outside Influences as
commUnication technology closed the gap
between the rural Village and the big cities
In India.

Rapid development In communication
technology has resulted In a pan-Indian
popular musIc Identity that IS mostly
communicated through India's film Industry,
the largest In the world.

In order to understand the particularities
of Indlan musIc It IS necessary to compare
Indian musIc With western musIc.

3. , .1. A comparison of Indian MUSIC and
Western MUSIC:

'The world by day IS like European muslc-a
flOWing concourse of vast harmony, composed
of concord and discord and many
disconnected fragments. And the night world
IS our IndIan musIc: one purem deep and
tender raga. They both stir us, yet the two are
contradIctory In spmt. But that cannot be
helped. At the very root, nature IS dIVIded Into
two, day and night, Unity and variety, finite and
infinite. We men of India lIVe In the realm of

night; we are overpowered by the sense of
the One and Infinite. Our musIc draws the
listener away beyond the limIts of every day
human JOYs and sorrows and takes us to the
lonely regIon of renunCIatIon which lies at the
root of the unIVerse, while European musIc
leads us to a vanegated dance through the
endless nse and fall of human gnefandJOY. " 

Dr. Rablndranath Tagore.

Indian musIc IS referred to as ~Sanqeef' In
Sanskrit. "Sanqeet" comprises of vocal
mUSIC, Instrumental musIc and dance.
Indian musIc IS based on Raaq and Taal.
Raaq IS roughly Similar to the Western
term Mode or Scale. The principle
difference between Western musIc and
Indian MUSIC IS that the former IS based on
Harmony - chords played Simultaneously,
whilst the latter IS based on melody
comprised of Single notes In complex
combination that define a particular Raaq.
The various Raaq5 Invoke deep emotional
responses.
Indian musIc IS "modal"-based on the
relationship between the permanent
indiVidual noted called the toniC, With the
successive notes (Mansukhanl, 1982: I).
Both systems are based on a scale of
seven notes. Indian notes are diVided Into
small units called 5hrutle5 (22 mlcrotones
In all), whereas Western musIc has 12
semitones. The mlcrotones are more
subtle then semitones. These mlcrotones
adorned With gracetones (qamaka5)
produce a magical effect. Western musIc
IS capable of prodUCing many moods and
feelings. While Indian musIc has generally a
principal mood or emotion In a raaq. The
Indian musIcian ImprOVises according to hiS
own creative genius Within the framework
of a raaq, but In Western claSSical musIc
such range of indiVidual ImprOVisation 15

inconceivable, except In Jazz (Mansukhanl,
1982: I).
'To apprecIate Indian mUSIC, one has to adopt
a completely dIfferent sense of values... one
must orientate oneself and at least for the
period concerned, forget there IS a tIme-clock
ticking away and merely Sink mto a kind of
subjectIVe, almost hypnotic trance. In that
condition, the repetItIVe features of Indian
mUSIC, both rhythmIC and melodIC, acquire an



extraordmary fascmatton and charm... despIte
the dommatton of thIs hypnottc mood, a
charactenstlc of Indtan musIc IS that far from
deadenmg the mtellect, It actIVely Itberates the
mmd. H Yehudl Menuhln, noted composer
and musicologist (from Mansukhanl,
1982: I).

Although Indian melody differs significantly
from Western melody Indian rhythms are
vastly different and much more complex
than Western rhythm. Taa/ IS the term that
denotes rhythm In Indian musIc.

Western rhythm consists of a fixed pattern
of beats In time, In blocks. Indian rhythm IS
much more complex and consists of
various combinations of beats In any set

rhythm. 5peed Laya may vary Within a
rhythmiC cycle as In single, double or even
one and half or three speed.
Indian rhythm does not merely provide
timing to the melody. On the contrary
Indian rhythm consists of a complex
system of beats that change as the
melody progresses. In fact any Taal (set of
beats) may have hundreds of variations and
modes of presentation (The Author).

In western musIc the composer sets musIc
In notation. The performance of the musIc
IS controlled by the conductor. The musIc
relres on Uniformity and a predetermined
conduct of tone and rhythm. Indian musIc
IS based on creative and spontaneous
Improvisation Within a fixed set of notes
and rhythm thereby revealing the mood
and emotion of the R51aq.

The structure and organisation of Indian
and Western musIc would be referred to
as the "architecture of musIc" In the
follOWing section. The differences In such
structure and organisation In musIc and
therr Impact on musIc would now be
discussed.

3.1.2. The Architecture of Indian MUSIC
compared to the Architecture of Western
MUSIC:
l'ln the West, we construct So/Id blocks of
mUSIC. After havmg carved out geometncally, m
large secttons, Itke bUlldmg stones, the seven

degrees of the dtatomc scale, Imed them up
and placed them on top of each other
accordmg to cleverly worked out archItectural
laws whIch are called counterpomt and
harmony. In thIS way we erected splendId
edIfices m sound. In the East, no one dreamed
of dlVldmg sound mto blocks; mstead they
refmed It to a wlre-thm thread. They strove
metIculously to stretch out the sound, to
refme It to the pomt of extreme delIcacy... No
standardIsed matenals, no bUlldtng of two or
SIX or ten floors; rather a SImple vanegated stlk
thread whIch unwmds and nses and falls
ImperceptIbly, but whIch m every ttmest
portIon evokes a world of feelmgs and
sensattons. H(Mansukhanl, 1982: I).

Indian musIc cannot be contained In
definite blocks of definite altitude but
rather a complex system of ever-changing
melody and contrasting rhythmiC patterns.
Indian musIc IS characterised by
Improvisation. The performance of Indian
musIc IS therefore characterised by
spontaneity and melodiC and rhythmiC
dialogue between the various Instruments
and artists. AntiCipation hence becomes a
Significant emotion In the mind of the
listener. The structure of Indian musIc
hence allows for the indeterminable and
unpredictable.
51mrlarly Indian architecture IS
characterised by pluralistiC spaces;
courtyards and squares; shifting axes,

Internal street, changes In level and
contrast In light and shadow; colour; and
texture.

3.2. MUSIC and Architecture
In architecture shifting axes heighten
antiCipation as one progresses along the
processional street Intercepted by
courtyards and foyers that reveal
moments of heightened activity In the form
of events along the Journey. 5uch
moments prOVide relief from the functional
spaces they serve and therr functions are
pluralistiC, determined by the actiVities of
their Inhabitants. The Interplay between
determinable and Indeterminable; the
controlled and the uncontrollable and
constriction and dilation characterises the
contrasting nature of Indian musIC and



architecture. Constriction and dilation of
open space In Indian architecture IS akin to
the emotional responses created by
classical Indian Ragas.

The origin of the word Raag stems from
the Sanskrit word Rasa. Rasa means
colour. Raag therefore IS much more than
a Musical Idea. Raag, when properly
rendered Instills a certain mood and
aesthetic delight as IS also associated
with paintings, poetry and architecture.
The basIs for Indian Raags were musical
expressions of eXisting Indian art and
architectural depictions of the periods
that they were created and developed In.

According to Arora, Vaastu principles
suggest that sound form also has a
material structure associated to It and
similarly every material substance has a
sound associated to It (Arora, 1998:45).

"Architecture as frozen MusIc" would be
better understood by referring to ancient
text such as Natyashastra. Architecture
Includes all other art forms In some way or
another. The psychological, emotive
aspects of space are affected by factors
such as mathematical proportions and
colour. "Hence one cannot Ignore the
beauty of sculpting, colours of painting,
play of elements and the light of drama,
the proportionate time gaps of mUSIC,
when one IS talking about the sCience of
architecture" (Arora, 1998:45).

Arora has developed a system of
categorization of grounds for "making
musIc Into architecture" - MIA (Fig I ).
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Fig I - Grounds of making musIc Into architecture.

PROMIA (Practical realization of musIc Into
architecture):
Conversion of the subject (Inner
experience or thought processes) to the
object (outer experience or Visual form).
PROMIA IS further categorized:
PROMIA Representative: Refers to
graphical representation of musIc to
create aesthetiC finishes, forms and
Ideologies e.g. MUSical notes In pictOrial
art or murals of musIc painted onto
surfaces of bUildings (Flg2).,

Flg2 - Mural depicting musical Raag Vasantha.

Various other Ragas may be depicted In
murals thereby turning surfaces of a
building Into repository for musIc.



PROMIA Non-Representative: Refers to vibrational techntques used to transform musIc
vibrations Into physical form as In the phenomenon known as cytomatlcs.

FROMIA (Felt realization of musIc Into architecture):
Refers to the psychosomatic relationship between colour, sound and visuals and how their
frequencies are complimentary to each other. Architecture transcends the measurable
dimenSions of mathematics and colour and becomes emotive and evocative.

Research conducted on the relationship of sound, colour and vIsion prove that sound 
colour relationships possess an emotive value and that the seven colours of the visual
spectrum correspond to the diatomiC scales of musIc (Arora, I 998:4G). Colour has been
associated with the seven notes on the musIc scale namely Sa (Do); Re (Ray); Ga (Me); Ma
(Fa); Pa (50); Dha (LA); NI (TI) [Flg3].
These seven colours are the resultants of different vibrations and are related to the
melodic types. "All the colours used In a building result In evoking emotions, which In turn
IS evocative archltecture"(Arora, I 998:4G).

COLOUR WAVELENGTH (AU) MU51CAL RATI05

Red 7800-G400 Sa (Do)
Orange G400-5900 Re (Ray)
Yellow 5900-5500 Ga (Me)
Green 5500-5000 Ma (Fa)
Blue 5000-4800 Pa (50)
Indigo 4800-4500 Dha (La)
Violet 4500-3800 NI (TI)

I Flg.3 - Colour - MUSical Note Relationships. I

3.3. Metaphysical symbolism In Indian architecture
The fundamental attitude to traditional Indian architecture refers back to ancient Vedlc
Indian philosophical texts.

Traditional Indian architecture IS seen as a process of evolution that IS Influenced by and
Influences the five elements and the five processes of human unit consciousness known as
Atman.
Chhaya has developed a model that clearly shows such relationships (FlgA).



SIMPUSTlC MODEL OF ARCIUTECTURE AS A PROCESS OF EVOLUTION
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FlgA - Simplistic model of architecture as a process of evolution.

space,
(DIXit,

this created
architecture"

Stage I I lof the model IS most useful In terms of the Impact of conSCiousness, from ItS
most subtle to ItS crudest state, In architectural deSign and expression. It IS interesting to
note the relationshIp of the five natural elements as well as the five bodily processes to
architecture.

"Man's first contact With the five baSIC developed In
elements of nature In the Infinite representing
universe IS intricately connected With 2000: 1 14).
the creation of space In the movement
of time. Later on, forms and structures



The Yantra
The Yantra represents the dynamic nature of
a geometric configuration moving either
away from, or towards the centre of the
form. The metaphYSical symbolism of such
form In architecture may be explained as
follows:
The centre IS represented by a dot. The
rest of the architectural composition
extends out, hOrizontally and vertically, from
the centre PIA).
The next geometric figure IS the Triangle
(PI.34:5). No space In the universe can be
bounded than less than three Sides (DIXit,
2000: I 14). The triangle IS thus considered
the most basIc form to create harmony,
balance and rhythm from the chaos
preceding creation. The Inverted triangle
represents femininity, water elements and
kinetiC dynamics. The stable triangle
represents, masculinity, fire elements and
static form (DIXit, 2000: I 14).
The Circle represents fullness; contraction
and expansion of forces and tension (PI.
44:G). The centre IS such that nothing can
enter It or escape It without destroying ItS
rhythm and harmony (DIXit, 2000: 1 15).
Many different combinations of the above
shapes create many different Yantras. Once
a Yantra IS composed It IS always enclosed
by lotus petals on ItS periphery,
representing the unfolding of a power or
structure outwards (PI. 4). The entire Yantra
IS finally bounded by a square which
represents Order and Perfection.
The square IS always penetrated by
gateways at the four cardinal pOints (PI. 4).

The Yantra could be applied to courtyard
spaces or even pavilion buildings as a
generator of the compOSition (Plates I 4:2,).
The Yantra may also be represented as
symbolic rendering In sculpture, paintings
and plaster rendering (Plates 34: 4).

Plate 1- Yantra symbolizlnq the Unity of
Cosmic Male and female

Plate 2- Yantra Representlnq dot, trlanqle and Petal



expression m Indian
repository for Dance and

Plate 3- Renderlnq representing Triangle Yantra

Plate 4- Mural of CIrcular Yantra.

The figurative aspects of musIc such as
structure and orgamzatlon have so far been
abstractly Interpreted Into architecture. The
tactile qualities of Sculpture took the form

of a more literal representation of musIc Into
architecture.
Architecture became the medium onto which
musIc was expressed.

3.4. Sculptural
Architecture as a
MusIc.
"In Indian art there IS a competition as It
were between the human artists and the
diVine artists" (A.K. Coomaraswamy from
Nanadagopal, 1990: I). Nandagopal refers
to Karnataka, m the South of India as an
open air museum of sculpture and
architecture as It houses hundreds of
monuments and thousands of sculptures
from the various schools of art m the region.
Structural as well as rock cut temples m
their natural surroundings are characteristic
of the architecture of Karnataka.

Although Iconographic texts were the basIs
for Indian architecture and sculpture, the
artist were given the maximum freedom to
create beauty and aesthetiC delight. Artists
created numerous sculptures m stone and
metal to evoke various positive emotions m
the viewer. To aVOid the monotony of
repeated motifs and Iconography Indian
artists used countless numbers of dance
poses and depictions of performmg
mUSICians m their murals and sculpture.
MUSIC, dance and sculpture thereby became
mseparable. Sculpture hence became
repositories of Dance and MusIc
(Nanadagopal, J 990: I).

Architecture was the medium of expression
of such sculpture - Indian architectural
expression was defined by sculpture.
Architecture therefore becomes a
repository of sculpture hence dance and
musIc.
Traditional Indian architecture IS reflected by
ItS religiOUS buildings namely temples. The
stature of temples were emphaSized by
Intricate detailmg mamly sculptures of
dancers and mUSICians. Door jambs; columns
and even ceilmgs were adorned With
mtrlcate sculptural detail. Murals of deities
and celestlals also featured strongly on the
treatment of ceilmgs and walls. Dance and
musIc therefore became part of the
aesthetic and tactile expression of
traditional Indian architecture (Plate5 t
PlateG).



Plate5 - Sculpture of Dancer on Temple Wall

,
I



3.5. The Impact of Globahsatlon on culture
and reglonahst architecture.

3.5./ . Critical Regionalism.
In the opinion of Frampton universalisation,
whilst perceived as progress of mankind,
subtly destroys traditional cultures, hence
the creative nucleus of great cultures.

Whilst a developing country looks to root
Itself In the soil of Its past; forge a national
Spirit and celebrate Its cultural and
traditional values, It has to, on the other
hand, take part In modern SCientific and
technological advancement. Such
participation In sCientific, technical and
political rationality IS necessary. Every

culture has to face the shock of modern
cIvIlization hence the paradox: "how to
become modern and to return to sources;
how to revive an old, dormant civilization and
take part In universal cIvIlization ... We are In
a tunnel, at the twilight of dogmatism and
the dawn of real dialogues. " (Rlcoeur from
Frampton, 1992: 3/4).

According to Frampton, critical regionalism
IS not Intended to denote the vernacular
however It IS rather to Identify those
"schools" whose intention IS to reflect and
serve the constituencies In which they are
grounded. Critical regionalism IS antl
centrist and aspires to cultural, economic
and political Independence.

Rlcoeur further states that sustaining
authentic culture depends on the capacity
to generate vital forms of regional culture
whilst incorporating alien Influences at the
level of culture and CIvilization. Frampton
concurs that a critical approach to
regionalism entails combining the traditional
with the new and progressive - "an
architecture that resists the flattening out
of cultural differences Into the Uniformity of a
universal architecture" (Cocking,2007: 4 I).
Frampton IS critical of the modern
movement's over-reliance on sight In reading

a building whilst underutillzlng the other
senses such as auditory, smell and touch.

Douglas Kelbaugh argues that critical
regionalism IS two fold. On the one hand IS
the particularity of a region, shaping ItS own
enVIronment and developing ItS own
architecture whilst on the other hand are
characteristics common to regionalist
architecture elsewhere. Kelbaugh stresses
the love of place as the fundamental
rationale for critical regionalism.
Kelbaugh has Identified five tenets that
contribute to architecture of place:
I . Sense of Place
An architecture that honours local climate;
topography; vegetation; building materials
and building practices and which IS critical of
simple minded, excessive Importation of
cultures from elsewhere.

2. Sense of Nature
Unlike modernism which looks at phYSiCS and
engineering for design inSpiration,
regionalism looks at environmental sCiences
and ecology.

3. Sense of History
Rather than looking to specifiC historical
styles, design prinCiples and time-tested
typologles are of more value.

4. Sense of Craft
Local craftsmanship should be promoted.
Modern building techniques and fast track
projects has led to the demise of skilled
craftsmen, 50 valuable to the cultural
expression of place.

5. Sense of Limits
Human scale and psychological boundaries
are essential for freedom. PhYSical limits can
constrain one and liberate one at the same
time.

Tadao Ando refers to wind and light as
materials along with traditional matertals
such as wood and concrete (Frampton,



1992:325) Ando refers to detail, which
realizes the physIcal composition of
architecture whilst at the same time serves
as a generator of an Image of architecture.
Light expresses the qualrty of detail In

architecture. Ando aspires towards an
architecture where senses such as hearing
and tactllrty transcends the initial obVIOUS
perceptions of ItS geometric form.

Frampton has summarized the attitudes of
Critical reglonalrsm as follows:

• Whilst It IS Critical of modern
architecture It refuses to abandon
the progressive aspects of modern
architecture.

• ConSCiously bounded architecture as
"place form" rather than free
standing objects In space.

• Favours a tectOniC realrzatlon of
architecture.

• Light IS regarded as a primary agent
which reveals the tectOniC value and
volume of the work.

• EmphaSIS IS placed on the utilization
of the full range of senses In reading
a building.

• Whilst opposed to the sentimental
adoption of local vernacular, Critical
regionalism may reinterpret
vernacular elements Within a
composItion. Some elements may
even be derived from foreign
sources - suggesting a reglonally
based "world culture".

3.5.2. The contemporary relevance of
traditional Archetypes: The Essence of
Indian TradItional ArchItecture.
As Indian musIc has transcended the bounds
of rigid formal tradition so has ItS
architecture. As contemporary Indian musIc
draws on ItS rich and complex claSSical
roots, so does ItS architecture.

"nostalgIa IS madequate If unaccompamed by
rtgorous far reachmg reassessment, whIch alone
can prOVIde an orgamc creatIVe renewal."
(Richard Lannoy from Varkey 2000:98)

Varkey states that the value systems of a
culture manifest In ItS built form - defining
cultural ethos through ItS IdiomatiC
expressions. The challenge faCing
architecture that reflects ItS cultural
heritage IS to rediscover and redefine such
architecture. Such architecture should be
creatively reinterpreted to reflect the
language of ItS present time and place - a
strong reference to Critical regionalism.

The essence of Indian architecture
transcends religiOUS boundaries and IS
defined by a set of universal prinCiples as
defined by Varkey:
a. The Sense of Centre and the

Statement of Limits:
Centre In spatial terms takes on a meta
phySical meaning, referring to the primordial
centre of creation. The place of Brahman, In

Hindu philosophy, as the source of all
energy. ThiS centre may be conceptual,
Ideational or manifested centre but not
necessarily geometric or phySical centre.
In the IslamiC tradition centre IS not
metaphySical but symbolic of the Idea of the
earth and heavens and of the manifested'
centre as a geometric or phySical centre.

b. The Attitude to Spatial Organisation:
layering of spaces defines Indian place
making - outSide to inSide; profane to
sacred and so on. The conjunctions between
such varied elements IS defined by overlaps
that create multiple layers. Spatial
organisation IS therefore Informal, defined by
shifting axes; diagonal movement across
spaces and the shifting route. Each
segregated part IS United In whole Within an
Ideational unity.

c. Attitude to Order:
The Indian attitude to order IS inclUSive as It
accepts diverSity and unifies such diverSity
In Vibrant resolution rather than finding the
easy option of redUCing the diverse parts to
a Singular unity. The Indian notion of order IS
one that accommodates contradictions. It
tolerates the circumstantial and the
Imperfect and as such the contextual and
circumstantial Inform the Ideational and



unifying conception of order - a vibrant
whole resulting from a bringing together of
Imperfect parts.

d. Attitude to Form:
Similar to the attitude to space and spatial
order, form IS also a conglomeration of
diverse parts Into a complex unity. Forms
are additive and are flexible In arrangement
and composition.

e. Attitude to LIght:
Indian architectural form constantly strives
to break up the sun Into shadow. This
contrasting play of light and shadow
heightens the metaphYSical quality of
spaces. Architecture of deep recession; the
use of pergolas and overhead planting all
serve to manipulate light to create different
moods and experiences In space.

f. Attitude to Symbols and Meanings:
Symbols In architecture serve as metaphors
for cultural ethos.
Landscape symbols and spatial symbols
comprise the deSign Archetypes of Indian
architecture.

As Slnha affirms, natural and spatial
archetypes acquire many layers of cultural
meanings and patterns of use over time
(Slnha, 2000:33). Slnha discusses natural
and spatial archetypes expressed as
symbols:

Natural Archetypes.
Trees: Trees act as nodes In both the rural
and urban landscape. They prOVide relief
from the sun In hot climates, giVing shade
and shelter. Trees also define zones of
publiC outdoor spaces around themselves.
The zone below the circumference of a tree
IS usually occupied by either benches for
relaxation; a water feature or well or even an
outdoor stage for performance or lessons.
In fact the symbol for education In Indian
culture IS actually the figure of a guru
teaching a group of diSCiples under a tree
(Flg5).

t;..-----~,

Flg.5: Guru under a tree - Symbol for enlightenment
and education, Author 2007

The zone defined by a tree becomes an
Important accommodating outdoor room. In
a dense urban mass, trees act as
neighbourhood courtyards.

Water: Water IS the most Important of the
natural elements In the urban landscape.
The tree-water dyad brings life to public
space. Ghats, kunds and deep wells have
evolved over time and give access to water
for religiOUS and pragmatic use. Ghats are
stepped platforms at the edge of a water
body usually a river (FlgG). Ghats allow
people to draw water, wash, bathe, worship
and even cremate the dead and dispose of
their ashes.

Flg.G: Ghat at water's edge. Author 2007.

K.unds are scared open spaces defined by
steps or terraces. K.unds form the centre of
may settlements and building complexes,
K.unds may assume a square, rectangle,
polygonal or even Circular plan shape.

Natural archetypes are
renowned architects,

used
Charles

by many
Correa's



Surya Kund makes direct reference to
natural landscape symbols.
Joseph Alien Stein's memorial plaza
dedicated to Mahatma Gandhi and Martin
Luther King Jr. IS another concept around
the natural landscape. Stein simply placed
four granite blocks, inscribed With
quotations of the two leaders, between two
large flcus trees. The flcusses lends
authOrity to the composition In the manner
of akshaya vats or "eternal trees".

Architects have used trees and water to
give life to publiC space water In the form of
a hOrizontal sheet IS of more value to
society. Such containment of water does
not suffer the unSightly fate of clogged
fountalns but rather prOVides an amenity for
children to splash In or may even serve as a
reflecting pool for contemplation.

Spatial Archetypes.
Natural archetypes are generators of
architectural form and may be Incorporated
meaningfully In landscape design. Spatial
archetypes, on the other hand, are
generators of space (Slnha, 2000:35). The
symbol of the four quarters archetype and
the cross In a square form the basIc Units of
traditional Indian architectural language.

Courtyards are a powerful archetype In the
hot Indian climate and serves both pragmatic
and symbolic purposes. The courtyards as
outdoor rooms, In both public buildings and
private dwellings, are usually dominated by a
tree and water, which creates a comfortable
micro-climate prOViding relief from the hot
climate(Flg7).

Fig.?: Courtyard dominated by tree and water pan.
(Author)

Courtyards are also Introverted, defensible
outdoor rooms. They prOVide a high degree
of Visual surveillance, enclosure and
territoriality - Vital to the requirements of
extended family living. In publiC buildings
courtyards soften the boundaries between
the external and the Internal spaces. A
gradual transition from outSide to inSide IS
prOVided by a layering of transitional spaces
such as foyers, verandahs and terraces.
Hence the courtyard becomes a powerful
SOCial, climatiC and symboliC archetype.
In the Urban landscape the courtyard IS
referred to as Square and reflects
possesses Similar pragmatic and symbolic
value as the courtyard.

Contemporary Indian architects reinterpret
traditional Indian architecture to become
contextually relevant, making use of the new
materials and methods available.

3.G. Traditional reference In contemporary
Indian architecture.
The architects of post-Independent India
have fused the teachings of their Western
masters With the indigenous knowledge
of the Vedlc shastras In their buildings 
buildings that appropriately respond to
multiple contextual layers VIZ. phYSical;
environmental; soclo-economlc, political as
well as cultural that meets the functional
requirements of their programmes and
elevates the spirit of their users, asserting a
firm representation of Identity, In built form.



Such architecture resents pastiche and
stereotyping and IS borne out of the
physical and metaphySical needs of the
people It serves. The design solutions by
contemporary Indian architects to the
pragmatic requirements of functional space
and the spiritual need for the metaphysical
experience manifests In architecture that IS
symbolic of cultural Identity.

Precedent studies of some of India's leading
architect's are hereafter analysed In order
to Identify the contemporary application of
traditional Indian architecture. The
precedent analyses would also provide
useful spatial and technical data for the
deSign of the proposed centre for Indian
musIc.

Charles Correa In hiS discourse stresses the
need to reinterpret tradition or In hiS words
"Remvent myth each tIme" (Architectural
ReView, 1987). Correa goes on to say that
"It IS necessary to have a resonance WIth
the past - as Corb, Aalto, and Frank Lloyd
Wrtqht had WIth theIrs. They were artIsts,
WIth no dIrect one-to-one relatIonship WIth
the past. The Imaqes worked Itke depth
charqes - they sank to the bottom of the
conSCIousness, exploded, and re-emerqed
m a dIfferent form. "
Charles Correa's work clearly Illustrates
essential elements of Indian architecture
albeit In a contemporary applicatlon:
Low-scale built form; Shifting axes; Linear
Ordering; Open to Sky Spaces; Platforms;
Chatrt (awning; Pergola) and Disaggregation
of Form. Correa uses deep recession In

order to provide shade In hot climates but
also to emphaSise the contrast between
light and shadow.

SensitIVIty to the site IS also a
characteristic of Correa's bUildings.
EmphaSIS IS on deSigning the site rather
than just the bUilding.

The follOWing precedents Illustrate the
above theoretical prinCiples In the bUilt form.

KALA AKADEMI
CENTRE FOR PERFORMING ARTS
Location: Panajl, Goa
Architect: Charles Correa
Date: I 973 - I 983

Plate?: Low scale built form emphaSISing

Horlzontahty and terraced platforms.

Relevance:
An Indian centre for Performing arts.
Accommodates various functions such as
AuditOrium, amphitheatre; black box for
experimental productions, teaching
spaces, exhibition spaces and VISiting
artists accommodation.
Low scale built form.
EnVironmentally responsive uSing
courtyards and pergolas to faCilitate air
flow In a hot climate

Siting:
The site faces the historiC Mandovl River In
Panajl, the capital city
of Goa. Access to the site happens off the
Campal, a Wide tree-lined road that runs on
the South East boundary.
The River defines the North Western
boundary of the site. Such arrangement
allows for views to the river whilst
maximising sun gain In winter.

Accommodation:

The centre accommodates various functions
such as a I aaa-seater AuditOrium,
amphitheatre; black box for experimental
productions; teaching spaces that are hired
by schools of MUSIC and Dance; exhibition
spaces, restaurant and leisure spaces as
well as vIsiting artists accommodation.



Built Form and Architectural Expression:
The built form IS low key and unobtrusive
(plate7). HOrizontal emphasIs IS accentuated
by hOrizontal floor and roof planes defined
by deep plastered beams. The red brick
walls are mostly set back from the beams
creating deep shadows. The Entrance Plaza
IS defined by a large pergola (plate4). Deep
overhangs and sky lit courtyards result In a
dramatic play of light and shadow, enhanCing
the recessive
quality of space. The connection to the sky
Within the building complex and the dramatic
play of ever-changing light and shadow
reveals the meta-physlCc3I dimenSions of the
architecture.

Technology:
The main structural system IS a concrete
frame composed of column grid, beams and
slabs.(Flg I 7) Few walls serve a structural
purpose. The red brick walls clad and
Insulate the various functional

spaces. The structural arrangement IS
environmentally responsive by making use of
planted pergolas to shade open spaces.
The South West to North East Orientation of
the Internal street creates a natural draught
aiding In ventilation and cooling.

Plate8: Large pergola aver Entrance.

Spatial Organisation:
Floor plan (Fig I G) characterised by a series
of fragmented functional spaces linked by
pathways that connect a series of foyers
and courtyards. ThiS "Internal street In the
form of shifting axes leads to the
waterfront.

Defined by the built form, the street
becomes a breezeway prOViding relief from
the heat.The auditOrium forms the hub of the
complex and IS accessed off the Main foyer
off the Entrance Plaza. A transverse aXIs
connects the Foyer to the amphitheatre.
Display of exhibits happen along a system of
shifting axes' In the form of an Internal
street.



I Fig. 8: Ground Floor Plan I
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Flg.8: longitudinal Section showing breezeway and Internal courtyard.

Fig. 10: Section through the Auditorium



The auditorium IS designed as a volume
that accommodates a variety of acoustic
conditions ranging from Sitar and flute
recitals to Western orchestra to speeches
and plays (Fig I 8 ~ Flate9).
Variations In acoustic conditions IS made
possible by the mampulatlon of materials
on the vertical surfaces and the dynamiC

Plate 9: Auditorium Interior

ceiling technology. The ceiling IS referred
to as acoustically transparent whilst
Visually opaque. A system of perforated
coffers conceals the metaphoric Jungle
painted on the acoustic ceiling of the
auditorium.



BHARAT BHAVAN - ARTS CENTRE

Relevance:
An arts centre accommodating a variety of
performance spaces; museum; library;
enclosed and open amphitheatres;
workshops as well as accommodation for
artists In reSidence.
Low key built form terraced to the natural
contours of the site with planted roof
gardens - environmental response.

Location:
Architect:
Date: 1981

Bhopal
Charles Correa

The dramatic play of
animates the hard
courtyards (Plate / /).

light and shadow
surfaces of the

Siting:
The site IS located on a gently sloping
plateau that overlooks the lake at Bhopal.
The cultural facilities are located around a
series of courtyards and terraced gardens
that are sunken Into the ground. Access
to the Centre IS off a street situated on
the
South East boundary. The lake defines the
North West boundary.

Accommodation:
The arts centre accommodates a variety
of performance spaces; museum; library;
workshops; accommodation for artists In
reSidence and an Indoor Auditorium as well
as an outdoor AuditOrium (Fig. /9).
Terraces and courtyards emphasises
Correa's concern with processional
movement through open space.

Built Form and Architectural ExpreSSion:
The Low key built form IS terraced to the
natural contours of the site (Flg20).
Planted roof gardens suggest a definite
environmental response (Plate 10). The
exterior of the building IS defined by hard
edges of red brick walls strategically
punctuated for access and light and
ventilation. The bUilding opens up to the
waterfront and IS scaled down In the form
of an open-air theatre (Plates/ 2$1 3).
Internally the building diSintegrates Into a
series of functional spaces linked by
Courtyards. Hard courtyard spaces are
softened by overhead planting.

Plate I 0: Planted roof Cj.3rdens aver

Plate I I : Open to sky courtyards as foyers

Spatial Organisation:
The plan indicates segregation of various
functional zones via Interconnected
courtyards of varying size all of which are
square In proportion (Fig / 9). Entrance to
the centre IS defined by the Court of the
Fountain.
Performance spaces are flanked by
exhibition and service spaces thereby
mitigating possible acoustic Interference
between performance spaces. Unlike the
case of the Kala Akademl precedent the
aXial Internal street at Bharat Bhavan does
not exiSt.

Processional movement does happen
though via the system of Interconnected
courtyards. A general movement from
street on the South East to Waterfront on
the North West IS Interrupted by a series
of transverse axes allOWing for flexibility of



movement between the courtyards. The
terrace accommodates leisure activities
and relates to the outdoor auditorium.
Both these facilities enJOY views to the
lake that defines the North West boundary
of the site.

Technology:
The structural system IS a composition of
reinforced concrete and red face brick
(Plate I I $ Flg.20). Columns are arranged
In a varying structural grid. Columns serve
Structural as well as space defining
functions.
The red brick structural walls clad and
Insulate the various functional spaces.

The planted roof suggests a strong
environmental response and provides relief
to the otherwise hard architectural
expression (Plate I 0). Internal courtyards
facilitate ventilation and cooling. Natural
lighting IS Incorporated Into the building
via open to sky courtyards as well as
cOnical form skylights to the exhibition
spaces. Courtyards and non-performance
spaces act as acoustic buffers to the
performance spaces.



Waterfront

Fig I I: Ground Floor Plan

Fig 12: Section showing bUilding terraced to Site slope and the installation of Roof
to admit natural light Into the functIonal spacesLlghts.



Balakrlshna Doshl's architecture IS

sensitive. He strives to maintain harmony
between Individual, Community and Nature.
Low-tech solutions and local materials
feature prominently In his architecture.
Doshl's open spaces are characterised by
ambiguity - pluralistic spaces that always
possess more than a singular narrative.
Shaded courts and pergola serve both the
pragmatic, environmental purpose and
their symbolic significance as spatial
archetypes. Cross ventilation and soft
natural lighting further illustrates Doshl's
concern for energy efficiency.
The shifting aXIs IS another essential
reference to tradition In Doshl's
architecture. Doshl emphasises the role of
the street In architecture and urban design
as IS affirmed In the following quotation:
"Everythmg m archItecture IS temporary
except one... bulldmgs come and go, but
the only constant IS the street. " (Doshl,
200G:

ARYANA COMMUNITY HOUSING
Ahmedabad, India
Architect: Balkrlshna Doshl

Plate. J4: Street and Squares as communal space

Plate. J 5: Street as place for trade and economic
opportUnity.

Street as Pluralistic spaces / outdoor
rooms



Fig J3: Aryana Community Housing Layout.
Ahmedabad. India

Fig. 13 clearly Illustrates Dosh,'s emphasIs
on the street as pluralistic place. The
constriction and dilation of the street
affords opportunities for trade and social
Interaction. Such organisation of the
street creates a series of neighbourhood
courtyards as pauses along the Journey.
The concept of the shifting aXIs reads
strongly In Doshl's plan for the Aryana
Community Housing ProJect.

The layout IS some-what radial In that all
residential streets emanate from a central
publiC / communal space.



ASIAN GAMES VI LLAGE - Raj Rewal

Raj Rewal's architecture IS analogous to
Traditional City design. Courts, galleries,
terraces, platforms, steps and landscape
feature In all of Rewal's work (PI. 17 -20).
The use of primary and secondary axes
intersecting at nodes In the form of
courtyards feature strongly In his work.
Outdoor rooms, shifting vistas and framed
views are also characteristic of Rewal's
work.

Plate. 17: Elements of Traditional City design.

Plate. J 8: Shifting axes Intersectlng at courtyards

Plate.20: Landscaped Courtyards at

Parliament Library BUilding



Although the three architects above
Incorporate the same essential design
elements of Indian architecture their
physical manifestation IS vastly different.
The architectural character and expression
of Correa, Rewal and Doshl all reflect a

hybrid fusion of eastern traditional and
western pragmatic considerations however
each architect's work has a umque
Interpretation and therefore aesthetic
expression

GrovpFormComposi,;olflll Form

Compo51tlonal Form: 5patlal linkage 15
Implied, rather than overt, by the
composition of individual buildlng5 In a
two-dlmen5lonal plane. Typical of
functionalist planmng.
Me'3aform: Linkage IS superlmpo5ed,
connecting 5tructures to an open ended
linear framework With a hierarchical 5ystem.
- Popular In 1950 to 19GO's. Tranclck,
J98G

Group form: An Incremental accumulation
of 5tructures along communal open space
naturally and orgamcally evolved.
Traditional Cities adopted thiS approach

3.7. I . Linkage Theory
Linkage theory analyses and IS derived
from the study of connecting lines that
connect various parts of the city. These
connections may take the form of roads,
paths or even linear open spaces, activity
streets and water.
Fumlhlko Makl address linkage as the most
Important characteristic of urban exterior
space. Makl states that linkage IS the glue
of the City, uniting all layers of activity
Within the city. Makl defines three types of
spatial linkage VIZ.: Composltlonal form,
Megaform, and group form (Flg.9).

Flg.15: Fumlhlko MakJ- Three types of spaual
linkage:

I Figure-ground :
:
l

3.7. Urban Design Theory.
Urban design analysIs IS based on the
three fundamental contemporary theories
of urban design VIZ. Figure ground theory,
Linkage theory, and Place theory.
Through the process of analysIs of historic
precedent and the evolution of modern
space three such approaches to urban
design theory could be Identified (Flg8).

Linkage theory and Place theory would be
discussed as they are most relevant to
this dissertation.

Place

Fig. J 4 : The three fundamental Approaches
to Urban design Theory and analYSis.
(Tranclk. 198G)



3.8. Conclusions
The theory review answers all of the
questions, as set out In Chapter One, relating
to the pragmatic as well as symbolic relevance
of the architecture.
A building such as the proposed Centre for
Indian MusIc In Durban ought to express
symbolic and metaphoric qualities In ItS spacial
organisation and architecture. Indian musIc
particularities that were compared to Western
musIc prOVided cues for the type of
metaphoriC expression of the architecture of
the burldlng.
The architecture of musIc hence became a
basIs for the musIc of the architecture.

Grounds for making musIc Into architecture
highlighted certain unique psychological
conditions In the human psyche In the
translation of sound Into Visual Images which
then become expressed In architecture.
Architecture hence became a repository for
musIc. The transformation of mUSical
annotation Into colour IS especially useful In

the treatment of surfaces within the proposed
burldlng.

Indian philosophy views architecture as a
process of evolution. Interesting relationshIps
between human consciousness and
architecture are established.

In the spirit of Critical regionalism the
architectural language and expression would
reflect the particularities of ItS context In

Durban whrlst being rich In (Indian) cultural
symbolism and metaphor. The works of the
relevant theorists and architects reveal that
architecture can be symbolic whrlst It serves
the pragmatic requirements of ItS users. Such
architectural symbolism IS deVOid of pastiche.

Urban design principles would be essential In

establishing linkages to adjacent cultural
precincts. As the adjacent sites are largely
undeveloped urban Intervention and deSign IS
necessary and such proposal would form part
of the deSign document.



Chapter Four: Case Studies:

The purpose of the c.3se studies IS to extract spatial and technlc.31 data for use

In the deSign and detailing of the proposed bUilding. There IS no single building

In South Afrlc.3, that houses all of the functional spaces and facilities that would

be required In the centre for Indian musIc. It would therefore be necessary to

to analyse the relevant functional components of various buildings as c.3se

studies (Table I).

Delimitations:

The statistic details of the economic sustalnabillty, funding and management of

the various c.3se studies IS beyond the scope of thiS research.

Table I: Cases relevant to the BUlldlnq Components.

FUNCTION CASE STUDY ARCHITECT

PERFORMANCE The KZN Playhouse Small, Petit and Robson

Claude *Broadhurst,

TEACHING UKZN School of MUSIC Architects CNN,

D.J. Claude

RECORDING/ BROADCAST SABC M I Studio

RBF- Digital Studio.

RESOURCE! ARCHIVE UKZN School of MUSIC Architects CN N,

Library D.J. Claude



4.1. THE KZN PLAYHOUSE - Durban City Drama theatre fosters Interaction with the

Centre. performing artists.

Architects: Small, Petit and Roblnson

Plate 2 I: The Natal Playhouse Pnnclple Fa~de to

Smith Street

Durban's finest centre for the performing

arts. The Natal Playhouse IS a near perfect

venue for hosting musIc concerts as

determined by Interviews with various

artists. Many Indian concerts happen at

the playhouse.

The performance spaces at the Playhouse

are all acoustically designed allowing for

both natural, unamplifled sound (to varying

extents) as well as electro -GlIded sound

amplification. Such setup affords a wide

range of performance genres ranging from

pure classical to folk to contemporary

fusion musIc. The dimenSional sizes of the

various performance spaces also Impacts

on the type of performance within the

space e.g. the large Opera auditorium IS

conducive to focus on the artists on stage

with little opportunity for verbal interaction

whilst the Intimate arrangement of the

The Site:4.1.2.

The site IS located on Smith Street In the

City Centre. The building faces the Durban

City Hall to the North defining a rich

cultural zone In the city centre.

The main publiC access to the playhouse

happens In the form of a multlfunctlonal

foyer that off a publiC square that

engages With Smith Street.

Secondary access to the Grand Foyer IS

off Acutt Street on the East boundary.

Back-stage access to performers

happens off Albany Grove to the West.

There IS no parking available on site. ThiS

poses a problem as patrons have to park

either at parkades some distance away or

Economic sustalnablllty, funding and

management:

The "Playhouse Company" IS responsible

for the day to day running of the KZN

Playhouse. The playhouse company

generates ItS own Income In the hire of

facilities to the public and the hosting of

various functions. Further funding IS

obtained In the form of an annual grant

from the Department of Arts and

Culture, as confirmed In the interview

With Mr. Lenny Appalsamy, as well as

publiC donations.

Relevance:4.1./.



on the street. The security and safety of

patrons and their possessions has been

compromised as a result.

ExpressIOn:

The architects, Small Petit and Roblnson

made a concerted effort to restore

cultural values and tradition In the

architecture of the Playhouse. The facades

facing Smith Street have been restored to

their original state (Plate2 I).

The original Tudor style fa~de of the old

Playhouse as well as the Neo-Spanlsh

fa~ade of the old Colosseum Cinema were

successfully restored by adapting the

application of contemporary finishes. The

resultant architecture elegantly responds

to the Streetscape at human scale whilst

concealing the mass of ItS

accommodation.

The "OPERA" (Plate22).- The Main

AuditOrium accommodates a large audience

of about 1300 people. The space IS

acoustically designed (Fig. 17) to faCilitate a

Wide range of performance styles ranging

from Sitar and Tabla reCitals to ClaSSical

dance and contemporary musIc. ThiS has

established the Opera as a popular chOice

of venue for the Indian performing arts In

Durban. Refer also to Flg.2 I for spatial and

acoustic qualities of the Opera auditorium.

THE DRAMA THEATRE4.1.4.2.

BUilt Form and Architectural4.1.3.

4. I .4. Accommodation:

4. 1.4. ,. THE OPERA THEATRE

Plate23: The Playhouse Drama Theatre Interior

The DRAMA (PI.23) has a more intimate

seating arrangement of up to 500 patrons

which makes It condUCive to Interaction

between artist and audience. The Drama

theatre also functions effectively as a musIc

venue. The acoustic design of the theatre

(Flgs.22.$23) allows for both natural

unaided sound as well as electro acoustic

amplified sound.

late 22: The Playhouse Opera Theatre Interior.



4.104.3. THE GRAND FOYER

Plate24: The Playhouse Grand Foyer Interior.

The GRAND FOYER (Plate24) IS a flexible

space that accommodates a variety of

functions ranging from Exhibitions, to

Lunchtime concerts to Dance - School

graduation ceremonies.

4. I AA. THE LOFT THEATRE

Plate25: The Playhouse Loft Theatre Interior

THE LOFT THEATRE STUDIO - The Loft

StudiO IS also referred to as The AttiC

StudiO due to ItS location (Plate25). The

Loft StudiO IS a Flexible ReCital space With

retractable seating accommodating up to

200 people.

Other relevant spaces Include:

ReCital Rooms at basement level

A Bar and Coffee Shop at Ground Floor

level. A Restaurant at First floor level.

Ancillary spaces to the Auditoriums

Services Plant Rooms.



Fig. /7: Playhouse Ground Floor Plan (Peters, /983)

:113· J8: Playhouse First Floor Plan (Peters, /983)
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Fig. 19: Playhouse Second Floor Plan (peters, 1983)

I

Accommodation:

The plan layout provides valuable

relationships between the various

primary functional zones.

The location of the Playhouse In the

City centre meant that ground space

was of prime value. Foyers therefore

always serve more than a single

information

narrative

on

e.g.

the

Coffee

spatial

shop;

Illustrated by the thick orange

outlines In Flgsl?, 18, 19. Services

and escape routes form an essential

component of any public building.

They are effectively concealed by

making use of levels In section.

Escape routes also serve as

acoustic buffers to aid with the

attenuation of Intrusive nOise.

restaurant; functions room (Grand

Foyer, lounge etc. Furthermore

foyers have been used as effective

acoustic buffers between the

performance spaces as clearly



srolON L&DCNi WEST

Flg.20: Playhouse Longitudinal Section (Peters, 1983)

Another design response to the lack of

valuable ground area was to stack spaces

In vertical organisation as indicated by the

longitudinal section (Flg.20). The Loft

Studio and basement level reCital rooms

work effectively as spaces for more

private use. The artists change rooms and

offices are stacked above the utility rooms

as smaller volumes annexed to the massive

volume of the Opera auditorium

(Figs. I 84: ) 9) The basement also

accommodates various service rooms such

as alrcondltlonlng plantrooms. The

basement prOVides effective attenuation of

the nOise generated by such machinery.

The section looking West reveals the

aesthetic of the auditorium interior. The

Neo-c1asslcal facades of the flanking walls

serve both as a symbol of theatre culture

but also as effective reverberation control

deVices.



Flg2) : Section through Opera Theatre - Reflected Sound Study by Claude t Broadhurst

Flg.2 I Illustrates geometrically the

behaviour of sound within the Opera

auditorium volume by plotting the

reflections of Incident sound energy.

Acoustic reflector screens are positioned

to ensure even distribution of sound to

the rear of the auditorium. An even

distribution of sound has been achieved

except for the acoustic shadow below the

sofflt of the gallery seating. The use of

reflection deVices against the flanking

walls would solve such problem.

Flgs.22 and 23 Illustrate the geometric

study of sound within the Drama Theatre

space. The acoustic reflectors are

extended much deeper over the audience

seating area as the drama studio often

facilitates non acoustiC performances. The

aUdibility and purity of natural sound is

therefore maintained. Lighting IS

effectively concealed In the staggered

ceiling form as a result of the acoustic

reflectors .

The technical section (Flg.24) provides

valuable technical data that would be used

In the deSign and technical detailing of the

proposed centre for Indian musIc. SIZes;

levels; clearances; materials and finishes

of the various components are specified.

The author has sourced more technical

draWings of the spaces Within the

Playhouse. Such draWings are not

appended to thiS document as

reproduction to a smaller scale results In

lack of quality and legibility.



Flg.22: Drama Theatre Plan showing AcoustiC Reflectors.

Flg.23: Longitudinal Section Through Drama Theater - GeometriC Study of Sound paths.
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4.2. UKZN - SCHOOL OF MUSIC

4.2./ . Relevance:

The new preml5e5 for the UKZN MU51C

School 15 accommodated within an eXI5tlng

building. Thl5 ca5e 5tudy analy5es the

5patlal Implicatlon5 of varlOU5 functlon5 and

the technology of the facilltle5 that

accommodate mU51C rehear5al, teaching,

performance and re50urce. Technology

therefore become5 the focu5 rather than

architectural expre55lon.

The 5tudy would reveal contemporary

method5 of con5tructlon and materlal5

that are u5ed to acou5t1cally enhance and

In5ulate 5pace5.

4.2.2. Accommodation:

The m05t relevant 5pace5 con515t of

Recording StUdl05 on the Flr5t Floor Plan

(Flg.25) and the MU51C Library on the

Second Floor (Flg.2G).

The Floor Plan5 clearly IIIu5trate that

acou5tlC 5pace5 With angled wall5 can be

accommodated Within a rectangular /

framed 5uper5tructure (Flg.25). Such a

5etup although acou5tlcally efficient

re5ult5 In awkward 5patlal organl5atlon and

furnl5hlng problem5. Furthermore the

fleXibility of arrangement Within 5uch

5paces are comproml5ed. The wall5

con515t of double 5klnned cavity. Sound

In5ulatlon materral 15 1n5talled In the cavity

wall (Flg.25 t 28).

The mU51C library 5pace 15 a much more

5ucce55ful arrangement. Note the angular

arrangement of 1i5tenlng booth5 a5 an

organl5er of Circulation Within the library.

A 51gnlflcant amount of area 15 taken up by

1i5tenlng booth5 equipped With C.D.

player5 and headphone5. A double-banked

arrangement of 1i5tenlng booth5 15

economical a5 the 5erVlce5 and connection

P0lnt5 run back-to-back along a central

power hub.

The 5ectlon on con5tructlon method5 and

materral5 provlde5 detail5 of recent

acou5tlC building technology and would be

m05t relevant In the de51gn of the

propo5ed centre for mU5IC.
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IFig. 27 Cross section

Suspended ceilings conceal servICes to the spaces

below. Note that the ceilings are raked to serve as

reflectors within the acoustic spaces. Special acoustic

doors have been Instailed off foyers and passages to

negate intrusive noises.

The Cr05S section (Flg.27) illustrates wail and floor

sound attenuation and insulation.
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4.2.3. Construction Methods and Materials:

Flg.28: Section through AcoustiC Space (Author)

Plate27: Floor Construction Detail

Note that there are no rigid Jomts.

Soft material such as sondor stripS at all

Jomts and between structural skins

prevent the transmiSSion of sound

and Vibrations.

Plate2G: Materials In Circulation spaces

;'1

Flg.29: Floor Construction Detail (Author)



Plate28: Sliding Acoustic Panel

Sliding acoustic panels allow for

flexibility In the acoustics of a space.

Reverberation can thereby be controlled

to achieve the desired sound quality.

Plate29: Interior showing triple glazed Panel and

Sliding acoustic panels

Flg.30: Sliding AcoustiC Panel Details (Author)

Flg.3 J : Detail of Triple Glazed Panel (Author)

b

Triple glaZing affords Visual

permeability to and from acoustic

spaces whilst prOViding effective

sound insulation. The varying angles

of the plane ensure effective

attenuation of sounds of varying

wavelengths and frequencies.



Although essentially a renovation and alteration to an existing building, the UKZN school of

musIc has provided useful technical information for the deSign and detailing of the proposed

centre for Indian musIc. Such acoustic detailing IS contemporary, making use of the latest

available technology.



The seating In the reCital hall IS not fixed

and therefore faCilitates a number of

layout options. The flexibility In

arrangement extends to the use of the hall

for various functions ranging from musIc

workshops to live recordings to various

musIc - related launches.

The stage IS large enough to

accommodate a sixty - member orchestra.

SABC has recently undergone renovations

and upgrading. Work In progress would

prOVide useful inSight Into those

components such as the interior layers of

acoustic walls that would otherwise not be

VISible.

The Impact of digital technology on the

spatial and technical reqUirements for

recording would be analysed. Useful

comparisons would therefore be made

between the old and the new.

4.3. SABC STUDIOS - 100 Old Fort Rd, Durban

The main aim of the case study IS to find 4.3.1. The SABC M I Studio

Information regarding the deSign of The M I Studio consists of a large, 200

recording spaces. Technical requirements seater, recital/live performance hall (Fig.

with reference to acoustics; services and 32) with a stage that IS linked to a

spatial requirements would be extracted recording control room.

from the study. The control room IS a back to back facility

linked to the recital hall on one side and a

recording studio on the other (Flg.32).

Visual access to both spaces IS via triple

glazed viewing panels (PI.30).

The one feature of the SABC that sets It

apart from the smaller recording studios IS

a reCital hall that IS equipped for live

recording and broadcast. The SABC

recital hall / live recording studio IS

referred to as the M I Studio.

The walls of thiS rectangular shaped hall

are clad With timber slats (PI.32) In order

to mitigate echo and flutter echoes.

Splayed slatted timber panels to the

flanking walls (PI.35) serve to evenly

distribute sound whilst omitting flutter

echoes. Such wall articulation also allows

for speakers and other servIces to be

concealed. The resultant acoustic quality

of the hall IS near that of a recording

studiO.
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Plate 3 I : Artists recording
traditional Indian musIc

Plate 32: Stage; FleXIble Seating
Acoustic panels on flanking walls
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Plate 30: Viewing Panel between Control
Room and Recital Hall

Plate 33: Analogue MIxing
desk In
Control room

Plate 34: R.al~ed Sta.ge .-and
ElectrIcal SerVlce:> acce:>~ panel

Plate 35: Angled
Acoustic Panels
on flanking walls

Flg.32: M I ReCital Hall Plan (Author)



Plate 37: Dlcalt315tudlo

Plate 38: Analocaue MlXtnca De5k compared to Dlcaltal M1xlnca Desk

The digital 5tudlo (PI.37) COn5Ume5

much le55 floor area than the analogue

5tudlO. The digital 5tudlO al50 allow5

for multiple ta5k5, 5uch a5 recording

and playing In effect5 and even live

broadca5t, to be run 51multaneou51y by

5eparate operator5 on indiVidual p.C'5.

(PI.37).

All recording 5tudl05 and control

room5 have 5u5pended acou5tlC

ceillng5. Servlce5 5uch a5

alrcondltlonlng duct5 run with the

ceiling 5pace and any nOl5e

therefrom 15 ab50rbed Within the

ceiling vOid.



4.3.2. ACOU5tlC cladding to

Studio Wa1l5.

A layered method of acou5tlC

cladding (plate5 39 to 42) to

recording and other acou5tlC

5pace5, a5 5een during renovation

work In progre55, 15 de5crlbed

hereafter.

The flr5t layer of 50und 1n5ulatlon 15

a den5e; ma551ve brick wall.

A layer of 50ft board 15 then fixed

to the wall followed by a 5kln of

fibrous wool insulation material

(PI.39).

The fibrous wool IS then protected

by a fabric cover sheet over

another layer of soft board may be

attached or otherwise a sub frame

for fiXing acoustic cladding panels

onto (PL.40 ~A I ).

The final layer consists of an

exterior aesthetic and acoustic skin

made up of acoustic cladding

(PI.42).

The layered wall allows for all

cabling and condultlng to be

concealed behind the exterior skin.

Plate 39: Refurbishment In
progress at StudiO

Plate 40: Fibrous Insulation Material
With Fabric cover

Plate 4 I : Softboard Paneltng

Plate 42: Finished StudiO



4.4. Conclusions:

The relevant case studies of buildings In

South Africa provide useful pragmatic

deSign gUidelines for the proposed

Centre for Indian musIc In Durban. The

case of the KZN Playhouse analyses

various pragmatic spatial and qualitative

Issues:

Response to Site: The KZN playhouse

situated within the city centre IS a

compact built-form that relates to and

defines the busy street edges at ItS

boundaries.

Building Form and Architectural

Expression:

The Playhouse complex IS rich In cultural

symbolism, be It histOriC or metaphoric,

whilst efficiently accommodating the

various functions It serves.

The UKZN MUSIC School has been

relocated In an existing building on

campus. The case study therefore

focuses on the acoustic qualities of the

various functional spaces and the use of

acoustic materials and technology.

Such information would be useful In the

technical resolution of the deSign of the

proposed Centre of Indian MUSIC.

The SABC M I StudiO provided valuable

spatial and technical data towards the

deSign of the ReCital Hall In the proposed

Centre for Indian musIc. Acoustic treatment

of surfaces and acoustic glaZing would be

useful to the proposed deSign. The

comparison between old (analogue) and new

(digital) highlights the Impact of digital

technology on spatial requirements for

recording and broadcast of musIc.

The data extracted from above case studies

would be syntheSised and Interpreted to

SUit the deSign of the proposed centre for

Indian musIc In Durban.

..



Chapter Five: Site Selection

The selection of a site for the
proposed musIc centre has to respond
to the pragmatic as well as the
symbolic aspirations of ItS users. The
proposed site for development ought
to reflect the history and culture of
Indians In Durban whilst, at the same
time, being Integrated Into the broader
Durban Cultural landscape, serving all
people of the city. The language of
musIc crosses cultural and racial
barriers and IS an Ideal mechanism to
bring different cultures together. The
City centre has therefore been the
focus area for site selection. The
selection criteria were determined
from various sources such as
Interviews with stakeholders In the
South African musIc Industry; the
criteria for public bUildings as set out
In other theses; the preceding
theoretical discourse and my personal
experience as a musIcian and student
of architecture.

5. , . Site Selection Criteria:

• Accessibility to Public Transport:
The Site should be accessible to
or In reasonably close proximity to
all modes of road transport Within
the City (Flg.33).

• Centrally Located: The Indian MusIc
Centre should serve the broader
Durban Community and should
therefore be located to foster
cross-cultural patronage (Flg.33).

• Visual Prominence: The Centre for
Indian MusIc should be clearly
vIsible, firmly establishing Indian
Identity In the Durban cultural
landscape.

• Proximity to other Cultural
precincts: Integratlon Within an
eXisting cultural fabric would
enhance Cultural Identity (Flgs.33t
34).

• Historic Value: The Site should
Ideally have a link to early Indian
heritage In Durban (Plate 43).

• Parking: There should be suffiCient
and secure parking on site or
parking maybe shared With adjacent
publiC buildings.

• Future Expansion: The site should
be large enough to accommodate
future expansion.
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5.2.1. SITE A
• Access to Public Transport:

Situated along majOr routes Into the City. Accessible to all modes of road
transport and IS situated within walking distance of the Durban R.3i1way
Station.

• Location within the City:
The site IS within the Durban City centre and would be accessible to all
cultures.

• Visual Prominence:
The Site IS located on the corner of two majOr routes Into the City and
el1Joys unhindered visual prominence.

• Proximity to other Cultural precincts:
Close proximity to many cultural faCilities including: The Durban Cultural and
Documentation Centre which houses the KZN Department of Arts and
Culture; The Aryan Hall / Swami Dayanand Building; The Tamil Vedlc
Society; The Salva Sltanda Sangaml 18GO Settlers Memorial Hall; The
Kendra Hall. Other popular functions venues In the precinct Include Orient
Hall; D.LI. Hall; M.L. Sultan Campus.

• HistoriC Value:
Block A.K. IS rich In History of Indian settlement In Durban. A Centre for
Indian MUSIC hence Culture, would reestablish Durban Indian Identity at
Block A.K.

• Parkln'3:
The Site IS large enough to accommodate suffiCient parking on site.
There IS also plenty of parking off Mttchell Road.

• Future expansion:
• The site area IS suffiCient for horizontal expansion. Vertical expansion IS

also poSSible as the buildings on adjacent sites are generally three to
four storeys In height.

Negatives:

5.2.2. SITE B:

TraffiC on the roads would pose an acoustic challenge during peak hours.

• Access to PubliC Transport:
Situated along major routes Into the City. AccesSible to all modes of road
transport including rail.

• Location Within the City:
The site IS Within the Durban City centre and would be accessible to all
cultures.

• Visual Prominence:
The Site IS located on a majOr route Into the City and
enJoys visual prominence.

• Proximity to other Cultural precincts:
Close proximity to many cultural faCilities Including: The Durban Cultural
and Documentation Centre which houses the KZN Department of Arts
and Culture; The Aryan Hall / Swami Dayanand Building; The Tamil Vedlc
Society; The Salva Sltanda Sangam/ 18GO Settlers Memorial Hall; The
Kendra Hall. Other popular functions venues In the precinct Include
Orient Hall; D.LI. Hall; M.L. Sultan Campus.

__ I



• HistoriC Value:
Block A.K. IS rich In History of Indian settlement In Durban. A Centre for
Indian MusIc hence Culture, would reestablish Durban Indian Identity at
Block A.K.
The Site IS large enough to accommodate sufficient parking on site.

• Parking:
There IS also plenty of parking off Mitchell Road.

• Future expansion
The site area IS sufficient for horizontal expansion. Vertical expansion IS
also possible as the buildings on adjacent sites are generally three to
four storeys In height.

Negatives: Traffic on the roads would pose an acoustic challenge during peak hours.
On site parking would be limited and there may be a need for multi-level
basement parking on a site with a high water table.
The shape and area of the site may not be adequate to optlmally
accommodate all the functIons of the proposed centre.
Future expansion would therefore also not be possible.

5.2.3. Site C

• Access to Public Transport:
Situated along major routes Into the City. Accessible to all modes of road
transport.

• Location Within the City:
The site IS Within the Durban City centre and would be accessible to all
cultures.

• Visual Prominence:
The Site IS located on the corner of two major routes Into the City and
enJoys unhindered visual prominence.

• Proximity to other Cultural precincts:
Reasonably close to the Indian Consulate and Cultural Centre.
Opposite the ICC.
No significant Historic value to Indians In Durban.

• Parking:
The SIte IS large enough to accommodate suffiCient parking on site.

• Future expansion
The site area IS suffiCient for hOrizontal expansion. Vertical expansion IS
also possible as the bUildings on adpcent sites are generally three to
four storeys In height.

Negatives: TraffiC on the roads would pose an acoustiC challenge dUring peak hours.
The site IS somewhat Isolated from the other cultural facilities In the city.
Unlike at Site A the history of the site does not reflect Indian Cultural
heritage In Durban.



5.2.4. Site D
• Access to Public Transport:

Situated along a busy route within the city. Accessible to all modes of road

transport.

• Location within the City:
The site IS within the Durban City centre and would be accessible to all

cultures.

• Visual Prominence:
The Site IS located on a majOr route Into the City and enJOYs Visual

prominence.

• Proximity to other Cultural precincts:
Situated opposite Kwa-Muhle Museum and Within walking distance
To the Indian Cultural Centre located Within the Old Station Building.

Negatives:

5.2.5.

TraffiC on the roads would pose an acoustic challenge dUring peak hours.
On site parking would be limited and there may be a need for multi-level
basement parking on a site With a high water table.
The area of the site may not be adequate to optlmally accommodate all the
functions of the proposed centre.
Future expansion would therefore also not be pOSSible Without severely
Compromising the theoretical intentions of the deSign of the Centre.

A comparison of Alternate sites against the site selection criteria

SITE A B C D

Accesslbill

3 3 3 3tyto

Public
Transport

Centrally

4 4 4 4Located

Visual

4 3 4 3Prom nenc
e

Prold ml ty

4 4 2 2to other
Cultural
precincts

Par 14 ng

3 2 3 2

Future

4 3 4Expansion 2

Historical

4 4 1Value 1

Legend:

4 =exellent
3 =Good
2 =Adequate
1 =Poor

[OTAL I 26 1
23

1
21

1
17

I

Table2: A comparison of Alternate SiteS against the Site selection criteria.



5.2.G. Conclusions and
Recommendations:

The various sites relate to different
and dynamic contexts and were
therefore subject to evaluation against
a predetermined set of Criteria for
selection.

Site A responds to all of the
requirements outlined In Table 2:

Accessibility:
The site IS situated at the Junction of
two majOr Streets Into the City. It IS
accessible by all modes of road
transport Including rail as It IS In

reasonably close proximity to the
Durban Station.

Central Location:
The Site IS situated In the City centre
and would therefore be accessible to
all people - a fundamental requirement
In the faCilitation of cross-cultural
awareness.

Visual Prominence:
The Visual prominence of the site would
afford the creation and establishment
of a strong cultural landmark. Such
landmark would compliment and
reinforce the other cultural land marks
thereby defining a rich cultural
precinct.

HistOriC Value:
The site IS situated at the South
Western edge of Block A.K. ReSident
Indians were forcefully removed from
their homes at Block A.K. by
application of the Group Areas Act.
Their homes were destroyed and
nothing has become of the precinct
ever since. A centre for Indian musIc
would restore some Indian Identity at .
Block A.K.

Parking t Future ExpanSion:
The site IS large enough to
accommodate the required number ·of
parking bays Without haVing to resort
to deep basements - below the water
table.
The large site also makes future
expansion pOSSible.

As the Site meets all of the
requirements set out In the site
selection criteria It IS recommended
that Site A be selected as the location
of the proposed Centre for Indian
MUSIC In Durban.
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GREYVtLLE RACECOURSE

ROYAL DURBAN
COUNTRY CLUB

FI'3.35 : Visual Irnka'3es to the surroundln'3 Context.
South of SIte

South East come' of ~ le



A. heIght not exceeding four storey<:
would fit In wIth the ImmedIate
context whilst also alleviatIng the
need for elevators to resIdentIal ImIxed use blocks that may beI'rol'osed.

BUIlding lines would be relaxed as m·be necessary .

Gammag
e also Suggested that a

bulk of O,B would be reasonable.

proposed: A. Sl'eClal Zone wouldhave to be established asSuggested by A.rthur Gammag
e

of
the EthekWlnl Munlcll'allty.
The I'rol'osed sl'eClal zone would 1'1
up on the Gre{ Street c<ty 0"d .nd
as well as the surroundIng context.

~
existing:Zoning

=:; GR2 (flats)Coverage
=:; 40%f .A..R.
=:; 0,4

Height
=:; 4 Storeys

,-'
I '
I 'I I
1 1
I 1
I I, 1

I I ••
I '"I1 Q

11 iI1
11
I,

f
I

lEGEND
• 5e""'~o SlClO"'wa1e<~S<JV# f'IP8S_____ SlClO"'"""",p;peo

~,portlons \ • # ofERf \ GB5, Durban
~
:

1 fIrst A.venue.
"N.B.: The addresS I'ertalns to the entire
ERf \ GB5. The NeW A.ddres

s
for

portIons \ ~# of ERf \ GB5 has to beestablished.



A brief HistoriC Overview of the Site
and Precinct
The site IS located at the South west
corner of Block A.K. In Greyvllle.
Indentured Indian traders settled at
Block A.K. from 1873. The Indentured
Indians were followed by passenger
Indians from India and Mauritius. By the
mid 1880's a substantial number of
Indians were resident at Block A.K
(Chetty,1998: 54).

The Group Areas Act promulgated In
I 950 devised mechanisms to displace
people of colour from areas proclaimed
fro White ownership, Block A.K. being
one such area. On 4 October I 9G3
Block A.K. was proclaimed for White
ownership. At that time there were
approximately 5000 Indian families
living there (plate3G). The area was
subsequently earmarked for Urban
Renewal and In 19G8 was "frozen" for
two decades. By ) 980 the Indian
population resident In the city
diminished from 21,43% to 2,24% as
a result of removals (Chetty,1998:
55). Land and houses at Block A.K.
were left to deteriorate. Houses
stood there bare and vandalized.
DUring the 1970,s the process of
expropriation was almost complete and
the only factor Impeding development
of the area was the proposed Umgenl
Umbllo Freeway. In 1983 the last few
Indian families were forcefully removed
from the precinct. The only relics of
what was once are the frUit trees and
the bare earth Itself.

The East of the Site was zoned for
BUSiness purposes whilst the West
boundary was zoned General
ReSidential 2 (flats). A number of high
quality bUSiness premises were
developed In the bUSiness zone. Some
of the more prominent bUSiness are
Standard Bank; The Independent
Newspapers (formerly Natal
Newspapers, relocated from the CBD)
and Doves Funeral Parlour. The sites

zoned for residential development
remained vacant as there was no
demand from the White community for
the type of hOUSing proposed (GR2 
Flats) (Chetty, ) 998:5G).

The Durban municipality purchased
Block AK from the State during ItS
1992/93 finanCial year.
At an EXCO meeting on20 February
2003 It was agreed to that 5.5
hectares be sold to the CommiSSion
on Restitution of Land Rights (also
referred to as The Land Claims
CommiSSion) at a price based on the
current zOning (GR2). In August 2003
the Ethekwlnl Municipality EXCO
approved the sale of the 5.5 hectares
of Block AK to the Land Claims
CommiSSion. The activity regarding
Block AK seems to have halted at that
pOint. According to an article In The
Mercury Newspaper dated 12
November 2003 (Eprop) claimants
have been frustrated by the
mUniCipality's lack of progress. The
nature of the claims vary from the
demand to return the land In ItS
Original state to Renumeratlng
claimants for land that has been
developed. Some claimants were keen
on entering Into JOint ventures to
develop mixed use buildings on the site
(Eprop).

Despite many development Initiatives
the Site remains undeveloped and no
recent Initiatives from the municipality
have been made public.



I Plate 43 Block A.K. J 9GO - J 970 I

The Historic relevance of the site
at Block A.K. IS, In the opinion of
the author, conducive to the
creation of a building that
commemorates and celebrates
Indian cultural heritage.
The symbolic role of the building
as a cultural landmark would serve
as an Icon for Indian Identity that
once defined Block A.K. such
building would be appropriately
located In the Southern end of
Block AK - strong linkage to
cultural and economic precincts.
The author proposes mixed - use
development for the remainder of
the site. Although the zoning was
originally GR2 (flats) the zoning
can be changed In accordance
with requirements (Chetty, 1998:
57)



Urban Analysis.

The proposed 51te "A" IS located within the
city of Durban. The site IS defined as a node
created by the convergence of three majOr
routes Into the City namely: Mltchell Road;
D.L1. Avenue and First avenue. 5uch
location offers prominence to the site and
would be conducive to the development of a
landmark building (Flg.37t38). The site IS
serviced by all modes of road transport as
well as rail.

A centre for Indian musIc would enhance an
already rich cultural and economic precinct
(Flg.37. The Grey 5treet Precinct has an
established Indian Identity. Grey 5treet
consists mainly of trade concerns. The
precinct IS rich In cultural activities, located
on the streets that Intersect Grey 5treet
(Flg.37). The Durban Cultural and
Documentation Centre (formerly known as
The Indian Documentation Centre) houses
the KZN Department of Arts and Culture.
5uch location affords synergy between the
Documentation Centre and the proposed
Centre for Indian MUSIC.

The Eastern precincts consist largely of
BUSiness and Transport faCilities
characterized by high quality buildings. The
stands that JOin the 51te for the proposed
building are all barren as a result of the
Group Areas Act.

Therefore lies a great opportunity to bring
Identity back to the Block A.K. - an Identity
that would be reminiscent of the past
hiStOry, In the form of the Centre for Indian
MUSIC, but also to create a new Identity
defined by the post-apartheid dynamiCs of
the city. The deSign of the Centre for Indian
MUSIC would form part of a greater Urban
Intervention and DeSign proposal that would
bring Vitality back to a neglected precinct
and which will serve all the people of the
City. An urban deSign proposal Will be
discussed later In Chapter 5even.
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Chapter SIX: Development of the Brief.

The Centre for Indian MusIc In Durban
aspires to be a central place where
MusIcians and musIc listeners can
engage In the culture of Indian musIc In

Durban.

Such place would cater, primarily, for
the Performance; Production; Training;
Resources; Congress and Administration
of Indian musIc.

The centre would draw on the rich
Durban cultural landscape whilst
enhancing It. The bUilding would
therefore become a symbol of Indian
Identity In Durban.

Whilst aspiring to create Identity In the
built form It IS not the intention of the
design of such building to resort to
literal, superficial symbolism or "faCial
ornamentation". A rather subtle,
abstract approach would reveal the
essence of Indian Identity through
architecture In the organisation of ItS
spaces, ItS massing and ItS perceptual
qualities. Reference to the chapter on
precedent would Inform the design of
the building.

A fragmented building would diminish site
boundaries In the form of public squares
and open to sky Internal streets which
would become the main ordering
elements In the functional organisation of
the programme as well as to serve as a
strong symbolic reference to traditional
Indian spatial archetypes. The building
would therefore easily define a
hierarchical order of privacy from the
most publIc to the most private zones.
Internal street and squares would also
serve as acoustic ordering elements.

The site situated at the South end of
Block AK IS rich In history and IS In Itself
symbolic of Indian settlement In Durban
and the injustices of the Group Areas
Act. The centre for Indlan musIc would
re-establish Durban Indian Identity at

Block AK, albeit only a portion, and'
would be accessIble to the greater
Durban community.

G.l. The Client Organisation:
Ideally, a centre for Indian MUSIC would
be the JOint responsibility of many
stakeholders. Such responsibilities
would either be In the form of Capital
Funding; Management of the Centre or
both.

The NatIonal Arts and Culture Council as
well as the KZN Department of Arts,
Culture and Tourism, as suggested by
Mr Lenny Appalsamy In an Interview,
could be responsible for the funding of
projects hosted by the proposed
Centre for Indian MUSIC In Durban. Mr
Appalsamy indicated that the
Department of Arts 4: Culture fund Art
and culture projects and that Capital
funding for bUildings ought to be the
responsibility of the Ethekwlnl
MUniCipality.

Mrs Nella De Waal, In an Interview, also
mentioned that the Indian High
Commissioner could be a possible
Donor.

The National Lottery; Wealthy
BUSinessmen; Enterprises and
Commercial Financial Organisations would
be other potential sources of funding for
the Centre.

NGO's and Cultural Organisations may
contribute to part of the funding and
would be responsIble for the ongoing
management of the Centre.

The functional and accommodation
requirements of the Centre for Indian
MUSIC has been determined from variOUS
sources including InterViews with stake
holders In the South African Indian musIc
Industry; analysIs of precedent and case
studies and the Author's personal



Incorporate various ancillary facilities as
listed below:

functions of
the second
would also

experience as a performing and
recording artist.
In addition to the primary
the centre, as stated In
paragraph, the building

• Public Amemtles:
Restaurants/ Food Court;
Conference / Functions Spaces;
Specialist MUSIC shops and other culture specific shops.
Such spaces would be leased to tenants thereby providing valuable funding to

the operations budget of the centre.

• Museum / Galleries:
Museum and gallery spaces would comprise part permanent and part
temporary exhibition spaces. The exhibition spaces would faCIlitate various
theme exhibitions or a combination of themes such as:

The History of South African Indian musIc;
The History of Indian Instruments;
The History of production and broadcast technology and
Contemporary displays of musIc and art related works.

Museum / Gallery spaces would happen along circulation streets and ramps
enhanCing the pluralistic and perceptual qualities of the spaces.

• Resources and Archives
The need for safe - keeping of valuable cultural and historical material and
artefacts has been Identified due to the Inadequacy of the present
Documentation centre as revealed In the Sunday limes extra, December 9,
2007.

• Temporary exhibition
Spaces:
Temporary exhibitions other than those Within the gallery / museum space
would occur In courtyard and foyer spaces as well as the external gallery.
Temporary exhibition space would also serve as space for cultural and
economic engagement such as MusIc and cultural trade fairs; Indian art and
craft work and outdoor theatrical performances.

• VIsiting artists' accommodation
VIsiting artists reSidences would cater for both local and International artists.
The arrangement of Communal areas would encourage dialogue between
artists In reSidence. Catering to the reSidence would be prOVided by the
Restaurant / Cafe thereby increasing the sustalnabillty of those facilities.
Sleeping spaces would be fleXible ranging from Single rooms to dormitories.
Male and female reSidences may be separated depending on the requirements
of the patrons. The reSidences would also be rented out on an ad-hoc basIs
to the general public. Night racing at the racecourse would be a draw-card
for temporary reSidence at the Centre.

• On site parking:
Parking for a I 20 cars would be prOVIded on site. Semi-Basement level
parking level would free up the ground level for pedestrian public Interaction



and positive overlaps of boundaries at ground level. A smaller parking lot
would be provided on the North end of the site closer to the anticipated
positions of the Residences and teaching spaces. Disabled parking would
be provided at ground floor level.

• Bus and TaxI Drop -off pOints:
TaxI and Bus bays would be accessed of a public square. The square would
foster social interaction as well as space for trade.

• 5erVlces and Maintenance Facilities:
5ervlce and maintenance rooms would largely be located at basement level In
order to mitigate the effects of Vibration and nOise. 5ervlces spaces would
generally comprise:

Cleaners stores;
Cleaners rest rooms
Ablutions
Plant rooms
Transformer room;
Meter Room
Refuse Yards
Alrcondltlonlng plant room for
Concert Hall and Recital Hall.

G.2. U5ERS of the BUILDING:

• Performing Artists:

• Teachers and :
5tudents.

MusIC Producers:
And Recording
Artists

• MusIc Administrators:
5uch as MU5/C(5A)

• The general Public:

Local and International.
MusIcians, Dancers and Actors.
5maller performances would happen weekly and
would be faCilitated by the Centre management.
Larger concerts would happen more Infrequently
depending on demand. The performance
promoters for larger concerts would hire the
relevant facilities.

Requirement for musIC classroom; workshop
and seminar spaces. MusIc classes would
happen every day of the week as there IS a
demand for such space. Various musIc
schools would hire the spaces from the
Centre management offices.

MusIc recording and production
spaces that would be hired from
the Centre management offiCes.

Meeting, commUnication, record keeping.

Audience, shoppers, researchers, vIsitors.



G.3. Functional Zones:

I\Rt<ING

PUBLIC

SQUARE

Flq.39: Accommodation Zonln<3
Dla<3 ram

W
I-« Residence />
~ AccommodatIOn
0...

Administrative
Offices

U
Parking

::::i
co ProductIOn and
:::::>

Broadcast0...
-
~
w
V)

Public Street Edges
Public Amenities,
Public I nterna I Street

Resource Centre
U Performance -
-.J Concert Hall andco
:::::> Open- air theatre0...

FI<3.40: Privacy Gradient Dla<3ram



ZONE I: PUBLIC STREET EDGE:
Presently the site edges are stertle, defined by fast moving traffiC.
The centre for musIc aspires to activate the Ascot Street edge by
diminishing the apparent boundary between street and site. POSitive
overlaps between the street edge and the centre would reinforce the
centre as an activity node.

ZONE 2: PUBLIC INTERNAL STREET:
The Skyllt Internal street functions as a flexible Museum /Gallery
space. The Internal street opens up to the multi-volume Main Foyer
space and thereafter transforms Into a bamboo pergola covered
external Gallery that extends to the North boundary of the site.

ZONE 3: RESOURCE CENTRE:
The resource centre would be used by musIc students, researchers
and the publiC at large. The documentation of Indian musIc In South
Africa has thus far been confined to IndiVidual artists and small
organisations. Valuable archival InformatIOn has been misplaced due
to the lack of a documentation factllty. The resource centre would
compliment the Cultural and DocumentatIOn Centre across Ascot
Street and would accommodate MusIc archives In the form of
recorded musIc as well as writings and media articles, biographies
etc. The Indian MUSIC Centre aspires to butld a library of literature
on Indian MUSIC theory and history. The resource centre would have
to be able to expand as collectIOn of material Increases. Digital
archiVing has obvIous space saving advantages. The Resource centre
would factlltate reading as well as listening to recordings. As an
extension to InformatIOn gathering the library will be networked With
Internet factlltles.

ZONE 4: PRODUCTION
The production component comprises two studiOS that share a
common control room, lounge and restrooms. The first studiO IS
specifically for recording. This studiO accommodates a maximum
of ten mUSIC la ns, complete Wit hind IVld ua I vo Ice and d ru ms
booths. The second studiO functions as an experimental "black
box" which has ItS own recording equipment.
On the other side of the back to back control room IS the
recital hall. The control room allows for live recording and
broadcast of the renditions In the ReCital Hall. Visual contact
With the recital hall IS achieved by means of a triple glazed
acoustic panel to the control room. The recital hall
accommodates a much larger group of mUSICians and IS equipped
for live broadcast whilst accommodating and audience of 200
people. All seats are movable. The hall may also serve as
workshop/seminar, lecture and multimedia presentation space as
well.

A Functions Room IS located at the Mezzanine level of the
ReCital Hall.



ZONE 5: PERFORMANCE:
The performance zone consists of a network of spaces some
contained within buildings and others defined by buildings as
courtyards. Such an arrangement allows for flexibility with
rega rd to the style or genre of performa nce. I nd la n musIc
differs significantly between ItS genres. Outdoor courts become
symbolic of the Village squares In India where most folk musIc
and dance happens to this day.

Outdoor performance further affords crowd participation as
people are unrestricted as they would be In an auditorium. The
warm Durban climate IS conducive to outdoor performances.
Overhead retractable "chatrl" would serve both as sun screen
as well as protection from rain. The landscaped open-air
theatre seating may serve an audience of 300, looking onto the
main courtyard(stage) or thiS condition may be Inverted where
the seating becomes a stepped stage with the audience at the
courtyard level -the courtyard would then become a dance
arena. Furthermore outdoor performance enhances the Vibrancy
of the Centre.

The more Intricate musIc such as claSSical and semi-classical
Will be wIthin auditorIUm / hall spaces as the acoustic conditions
would enhance the purity of such musIc. ClaSSical and seml
claSSical musIc IS "listenIng musIc" minimal audience
participation. Such halls would be acceSSible from the Foyer.

The AuditOrium would accommodate larger audiences of up to
550. Each of these spaces would be constructed In order to be
acoustically fleXible allOWing for a range of acoustic condItIons
- movable wall panels.

The Main Foyer would accommodate an enquiries office and
ticket sa les office wh Ich wou Id serve the ent Ire cent re. The
foyer would act as the main control for queuing and entry.
Foyers would serve as temporary exhibitIOn space for the
respective performance programmes.

ZONE G: TEACHING and LEARNING
Teaching/learning space may also serve as rehearsal rooms for
VISit Ing artists. t he space wou Id be fleXible In a rra ngement by
means of acoustic screens that slide and stack to the Sides so
that Individual smaller rooms may be created. The teaching /
rehearsal facility opens up to the landscaped North courtyard
with perimeter raked seating. The courtyard hence becomes an
outdoor teaching and demonstration space. TraditIOnal Indian
academic theory draws InspiratIOn from nature. The symbol for
education In India IS a Guru sitting under a tree. The courtyard
hence becomes a symbolic space.



RETAIL AND FOOD SHOPS:
gallery would run along the edge of the North

ZONE 7:
The externa I
Courtyard.
At ground level Food vendor outlets would be located along the

gallery.
A Restaurant and a MusIc Cafe would be located off the Main
Foyer at the upper levels.
Retail Shops would form a permeable edge to Mltchell Road.
The new Street on the East boundary would be activated by
small shops and vendors ktosks that would provide economic
opportunities to the residents of the proposed adjacent mixed
- use development.

ZONE 8: VISITING ARTIST'S ACCOMMODATION
Residential Quarters would cater primarily for teachers and
perfo rm Ing artists. VISit Ing troops wo uld be accom modated and
would offer development workshops to students, teachers and
recording personnel. During congress the residential quarters
would accommodate staff and senIOr students/facllltators.
Furthermore, camping would happen In the landscaped North
Courtyard. The Communal Lounges and Open Deck s of the
Residential quarters are North facing. Bedrooms face West to
the View of t he Ra cecourse a nd the Morn I ngslde H ill beyond.
and would be no more than two storeys In height so as to allow
maximum winter sunshine In the courtyards and Internal street.
Male and female accommodation would be separate. Flexibility In
sleeping spaces would be achieved by providing Individual room
accommodation as well as sub-divIsible dormitory spaces.
Views to the Racecourse and Country Club are maximised.
Residential Quarters would be rented out to earn Income for
the Centre.

ZONE 9: ADMINISTRATION
The administration facilities would cater for organisatIOns such
as Muslc(SA) who would rent the space for their committee
meetings and would pay leVies for filing space and
communicatIOn services. Full time staff would consist of a
Secretary and a Centre Manager. The commlttee/ meeting rooms
would be fully serviced With multimedia presentatIOn facilities.

theInaccommodatedbe

ZONE 10: PARKING / LOADING / SERVICES
Parking for approximately 120 cars would be located largely In
the basement. Ground level parking would be confined to the
edges of the site to the East and North - out of Sight from
main publiC areas and streets. Such parking arrangement would
allow for free and unhindered publiC squares and courtyards at
ground level. Excess parking may be accommodated In bays
marked along Mltchell Road.
Mechanical Plantrooms would
Basement- better nOise Insulation.



THE SCHEDULE of ACCOMMODATION

ZONE I: PUBLIC STREET EDGE

COMPONENT

Public Square
/ Piazza

REQUIREMENTS

Public / Street
Interface allowing
easy and active
ProgressIOn
between street
and the centre.

AREA

980sqm

ZONE 2: GALLERY I INTERNAL STREET:

COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS AREA

Internal Street/
Gallery

Externa I Ga Ilery

Raised triple-volume
space allows for
hanging banners and
artworks. Display
Units for sculpture
and Wall Space for
Murals.

Colonade of
Concrete frames
with plinths for
Sculpture display.

Sub TOTAL

290sqm

590sqm

-
880sqm



ZONE 3: RESOURCE CENTRE:

COMPONENT

MUSIC
literature
library

C.D., DVD
and Cassette
library
Including
Reading and
Listening
Booths

MusIC
archives

Issue Desk/
Office

REQUIREMENTS

Shelves for books
and Journals. Tables
for reading and
discussion

Fill ng Ra c ks 0 f
recorded musIc.
Cubicles with work
surface for reading
and note-taking.
CD/DVD player
Installed In each
cubicle.

Recorded mUSIC,
media articles and
artist bIOgraphies 
separate secure area
as such material will
not be loa ned out.

Library management
and loans

Sub TOTAL:

AREA

I02sqm

I IOsqm

40sqm

15sqm

2G7sqm

•



ZONE 4: PRODUCTION

COMPONENT

Recording
Studio

Control Room

Lounge /
Restroom

REQUIREMENTS

Open plan with
perlphera I enclosed
booths for drum and
vOice recording.
Visual access to
control room via
triple glazed glass
panel. Acoustically
clad surfaces.
Raised timber floor
to accommodate
sub-floor services.

Two back to back
control Desks
equipped with
computer and multl
track recording
facility. The control
room houses all the
necessary productIOn
equipment.

A linear, Gallery
space for access to
both the first Studio
and the black box as
well as the Control
Room.

The lounge IS serviced
with vending
machines.

Sub TOTAL

AREA

40sqm

30sqm

GOsqm

130sqm



ZONE 5: PERFORMANCE:

COMPONENT

Ma In Co ncert
Hall:

Enqutrles/
Ticket Sa les

Stage

Rehearsal
Studio

V.I.P.
Balconies

V.I.P. Lounge

REQUIREMENTS

Accommodates an
audience of up to
550 - acoustically
flexl b le.
AlrcondltlOned

Central enqutrles
and ticket sales for
all performance
venues. May a Iso
serve as security
office.

Performance stage 
Raised for sub-floor
services and for
VISibility.

Lighting located at
service catwalk In
roof space

Change rooms,
ablutIOns.

Green room

Acoustically
Insulated. Well
ventilated and
naturally lit.

Private access.
Catered space

Private Bar and
Catering facilities.
Views out.

Sub TOTAL

AREA

400sqm

50sqm

140sqm

GOsqm

40sqm

I GOsqm

180sqm

30sqm

90sqm

J 50sqm



Multi -Volume
Main Foyers

Recital Hall:

Stage

Functions
Room

North
Courtya rd
Open-air
theatre

Pluralistic 
Exhibition, Queuing,
Socla I. Overflow
space to resta ura nt
and cafe. Planted
Pergola for solar
control.

Accommodates an
audience of up to
200. acoustically
flexible.
Alrcondltloned.

Electroncally and
visually linked to
Control Room

Mezzanine Level
flexible arrangement.
Allow for catering

Looking onto main
courtyard activities
which consist
primarily of musIc
and dance
performa nces: 300
seater stepped
pavilllon.

Sub TOTAL

3200sqm

225sqm

75sqm

I 10sqm

720sqm

4330



ZONE G: TEACHING and LEARNING

COMPONENT

Teaching
/Rehearsal
Room

Teachers
Offlce/
Tea
Kitchen

REQUI REMENTS

Flexible In arrangement.
Acoustically treated.
Portable platform for
teacher. Indian musIc
education happens whilst
students Sit on the floor.
Spatial requirements are
therefore derived from
anthropometric data.

On average a classroom
should accommodate a
maximum of 20
drum(tabla/mrldangam) or
WI nd I nst rume nt(fl ute/
harmonium) during a session.
String
Instruments(sltar/gultar) take
up more space and class
number would not exceed I I
students.

Open plan general office with
Tea Kitchen for Admln and
rest.

Sub TOTAL

AREA

180sqm

20sqm

200sqm



ZONE 7: RETAIL AND FOOD SHOPS:

COMPONENT REQUIREMENTS AREA

Fa st Food Kiosks

Retail Shops

Resta ura nt

MusIc Cafe'

Street Shops

BasIc food
preparation. Work
surfaces to be
Insta lied.

Specialist shops
that sell recorded
musIc and
literature; Indian
garments and
accessories and
Instrument sales
and repair shops.
- Rental Income.

Fully serviced for
catering. Seats
100 additIOnal
outdoor seating In
Main Foyer

Movable Stage /
Platform.
Fully serviced for
catering. Seats
80 additIOnal
outdoor seating In
Main Foyer

Lettable Retail
space - Permeable
edge to Mltchell
Road.
Smaller shops and
vendors kiosks to
new East Street.

Sub TOTAL

70sqm

270sqm

220sqm

220sqm

) 80sqm

9GOsqm



ZONE 8: VISITING ARTIST'S ACCOMMODATION

COMPONENT

Communal
Kitchen

Female
Residence:
Single
Rooms

Dormitories

Male
Residence:
Single
Rooms

Dormitories

Ablutions

Outdoor
space

REQUIREMENTS

Fully equipped and
serviced kitchen as
the residential
quarters will be on
a self catering
basIs.

Single rooms would
cater for sleeping a
maximum of three
guests.

Cluster of sleeping
spaces - flexibility
of layout as well as
number of beds.
Maximum of 8 beds.

Single rooms would
cater for sleeping a
maximum of three
guests.

Cluster of sleeping
spaces - flexibility
of layout as well as
number of beds.
MaXimum of 10
beds.

I nd IVld ua I Showers,
Paraplegic toilets,
Toilets

Deck with Pergola
over - outdoor
meeting and dining

Sub TOTAL

AREA

30sqm

35sqm

GOsqm

35sqm

GOsqm

80sqm

120sqm

420sqm



ZONE 9: A D M IN 15T RAT ION

COMPONENT

Committee /
Meeting
Room

Library /
Workroom

Reception
and
5ecretary's
Office

Manager's
Office

Waiting Room

Kitchenette

REQUIREMENT5

5ub-dlvlslble to
accommodate two
smaller meetings at
one time.

Indian musIc Journals
and most highly
acclaimed literature.
Work surface for
diScussion, prepa rat 10 n
etc.

Permanent full-time
secretary - all
correspondence,
filing, bookings etc.

Large enough for small
meetings

51nk and Cupboard.
Light meal and
beverage preparation

5ub TOTAL

AREA

45sqm

GOsqm

25sqm

20sqm

35sqm

4sqm

I 89sqm



ZONE 10: PARKING / LOADING / SERVICES

COMPONENT

Semi Basement
Parking

North Open Parking

Off Street Parking

Loading /bays

Bus / TaxI Drop-off

Mechanical Plant
rooms / Store
Rooms

Tra nsformer /
Meter Roo

REQUIREMENTS AREA

I 00 bays. 25 OOsqm
Ramps for vehicular
and pedestrian
access. Pedestrian
ramps, Elevator and
stairs lead to the main
public foyers at
ground level.

30 Bays 720sqm

Along Mltchell Road 800sqm
- 10 bays

Along Mltchell Rd 140sqm

Sheltered seating 180sqm
built Into boundary
wall on North West
corner of Site.

Located at Basement 840sqm
level- nOise InsulatIOn
La rge open sub-
divIsible space to SUit
the particular
requirements of each
function.

Located along new 40sqm
East Street.

Total Area

Total Area of BUildings
I nclud Ing Basement
Parking and Service
Rooms

Sub TOTAL

Less Open
Spaces/
CirculatIOn

5220sqm

I 828GsCjm

- I 1000sgm

728G sgm



CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCEPTUAL APPROACH & DESIGN REALISATION

This chapter focuse5 on the application
of the research undertaken In this
document towards the design of the
Centre for Indian MusIc In Durban.

Any cultural centre set Within a
multlcultural City such as Durban faces
the challenges of integrating and
responding to the multl-facetted
dynamics of ItS context whilst
symbolically representing culture and
tradItlon.

Theoretical aspects of musIc Into
architecture as well as the essence of
Indian architecture and archetypes
requires reinterpretation to SUit the
context of the site In the city of
Durban.

The selected site, although physically
Isolated In a "vacated" micro-context,
has strong linkages With the dynamic
mixed use cultural and economic hub of
the Grey Street precinct. Visual Iink5
to leisure and recreation faCilities such
as the Greyville raceCOUr5e / Royal
Durban country club and the hill to the
West would determine to some extent
the spatial zoning of leisure spaces
Within the proposed centre for mUSIc.

The subtropical climatic and
environmental particularities of Durban
need also be conSidered towards an
energy efficient design resolution.

The Impact of globallsatlon and the
rapid development of building
technology poses additional challenges
whilst affording numerous opportunities
at the same time. The tenets of Critical
regionalism hence become
indispensable.

The theoretical and conceptual
derivation; application of concept;
evolution of the design and ultimately
realisation of the design would be set
out. The author's proposed urban
design framework would also be
discussed here.

7. I . Urban De5lgn Intentions

• Reinforcement of the POSitive
aspects of the City by picking
up on the dynamic SOCIO
economic City grid In the Grey
Street / Carlisle Street
Precinct.

• Reinterpret such dynamics to
respond to the Block A.K.
context.

• The integration and positive
contribution to the greater
cultural; social and economic
dynamics of the City.

• Foster connections between
the economic and social diVides
Within the City.

• The creation of a people /
pedestrian orientated
environment of high quality
pluralistiC that offers
opportunities to the aspirations
and expressions of ItS
inhabitants.

• An environmentally; socially and
economically sustainable
environment of high quality and
value.



t

7.2. Urban Design Realisation

Figs. 414:42 illustrate the proposed
urban development of the site and the
adjacent sites. The eXisting streets
bounding the site would be engaged
With by the Proposed Centre for
MUSIC.
The adjacent vacant sites would be
developed - Mixed -use.
ThiS creates opportunities along the
narrow street defining the Eastern
boundary of the site.

The linkages to the Southern Grey St.
precinct and the proposed mixed use
development to the East would take
the form of both phySical linkage as
well as Visual linkage.
The linkage to the West IS only visual.
The Proposed musIc centre would
create an extension of the dynamiC
cultural ethos of the Southern Grey
St. precinct.

THE INDEPENDENT
NEWSPAPERS
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7.3. Design Objectives
• A fusion of the Pragmatic with

the Symbolic.
The primary objective of the design
IS to create a place for Indian
musIc In Durban that provides high
quality accommodation for the
various functional spaces of the
building programme whilst
symbolically representing the
culture of Indians In Durban.

• Serving the broader Durban
community and fostering
cultural and social interaction.

The proposed design, whilst being
symbolic of Indian culture, would
respond contextually to serve the
broader Durban community with a
view to bridging the differences of
the past. The spaces and forms of
the building should be
appropriately activated; scaled and
orientated to foster Interaction
between people of different
cultures within the city.

, Contextually responsive design.
The design would respond to the
contextual particularities of ItS site
In context. Social; cultural;

economic and environmental
considerations are factors that
would Inform the design of the
building thereby enhancing ItS value
to the context of Durban.

• Revitalising a desolate mlcro-
context.

The proposed centre for Indian
musIc should revitalise ItS presently
desolate micro-context by picking
up the dynamic Grey Street city
grid which Itself IS defined by a
strong Indlan Identity. The rich mix
of formal with Informal trade;
culture and residential
accommodation IS however
Integrated Into the broader social
and cultural fabric of the city
affording opportunities to all the
people of Durban.

• Implementing appropriate local
bUilding technology and
enhancing the tactile
experience of the bUilding.

The integrity of technology and
materials would enhance the multi
sensory perceptual and tactile
experience of the building.



7.4. Conceptual Approach

Tagore refers to Indian musIc as the
"mght world" and that the "men of
IndIa" live In the realm of night. He
further refers to Indian musIc as one that
"takes us to the lonely region of
renunciation" .

Mansukhanl refers to Indian musIc as "a
wIre-thin thread'. He further refers to
Indian mUSICians meticulously stretching
out sound to "refine It to the POint of
extreme delIcacy ... No standardIsed
materials... rather a SImple variegated SIlk
thread whIch unWinds and rises and falls
ImperceptIbly, but whIch In evel)/ tinIest
portIon evokes a world of feelings and
sensatIons ".

Fisher refers to the architecture of
generative draWing as a technique of
graphically representing musIc on paper.
The author has reinterpreted the
technique to produce a generative
draWing of a classical Indian piece that
the author listened to In the dark
(Flg.43)

The intention of the generative
drawing IS to graphically Illustrate the
structure as well as the mood of the
musIc. The black background
represents darkness but also makes
reference to Tagore's Interpretation
of Indian musIc as musIc of the night.
Each of the other colours represents
certain emotive responses at
particular moments In the musIc
piece:

• Pink/Purple = Anticipation

• Orange! Red = Movement

• Blue = Inspiration

• Yellow = Release I
Heightened activity

N.B. the white lines merely diVide
the musIc piece Into sections, of an
otherWise linear progression, as the
entire length would not be able to fit
the page. The white lines In no way
suggest a vertical ordering system
of the musIc piece.





The generative drawing would then be
unbundled for further Interpretation.
A part of the generative drawing was
then extracted for analysIs.
The author analysed the draWing In order
to find untque relationships between
musIc as movement In time and
architecture as movement In space
(Flg.44). Arora's reference to PROMIA
Representative (Author, 2008:) would
apply to such as transformation as the
Inner experience and emotions evoked
by musIc IS transformed Into outer
experience as visual form. The unique
moments In musIc as movement through
time are reinterpreted archltecturally as
movement through space (Flg.44).

The author thereafter represents the
two dimensional graphiC of musIc as a
three dimensional wire model for spatial
interpretation (Flg.45). Note that the
use of wire as a material again makes
reference to Mansukhant's reference to
Indian musIc as "a wlre-thm thread". The
wire model further depicts the cyclical
and dynamiC nature of Indian musIc.
Zones of open spaces between the wire
are open to many narratives and fosters
spontaneous Improvisation of space akin
to Improvisation In Indian musIc. The wire
model Illustrates a layering of rhythmic
patterns and varying timing "bars" as
well as the homogeneity of rhythm and
timing In Indian musIc.

The formal representation of musIc as
graphiCS and model are then used In the
Interpretation of the essential elements
of Indian architecture as Identified In the
theoretical discourse.

An exploration Into the layering of
rhythm and timing In deflntng the
structural characteristics of musIc Into
architecture IS Illustrated In Flg.45.
The layering of rhythm and timing In
musIc IS transformed on computer from
two dimensional draWings Into three
dimensional structure from which a
building eventually emanates.
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7.5. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

Fig. 48: Layout Drawmg - Concept I

CONCEPTI:
Disaggregation of Form
Permeable edges - easy access
Some of the trees retained

- the only relics of the past

Negatives:
Excessive Fragmentation poses
Security Problem and Uneconomical.
Internal Street and Courtyards lack
de finition.

Plate.44 - Concept J Model

Fig. 49: Concept I - DeSign Development

Compact Built form - More economical
solution.
Fewer access points - ~tter security.
Internal Street more Defined.
Overall more Legible.



Flg.50: Concept 2 - Layout

Concept 2.
Desl'3n Intentions: Flg.43 indicates a more legible,
compact built form.
Internal street IS more defined.
Good North light penetratlon Into Int. street and
main courtyard.
Crltlslsm: Western edge to Mitchell Rd - too
hard. Courtyards lack definition.

Concept 2 - Development - (Fig.44).
Design Intentions: Visual engagement with Mitchell Rd and Racecourse
Restaurants and residences orientated to take advantage of the view to racecourse.
Criticism: Courtyards need more definition.
Plaza to the South - too small relative to the scale of the building.
Internal Street - too narrow.

CONCEPT 3

beyond.
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Concept 3 - Ground Froor an Concept 3 - First Floor Plan

Internal Gallery / Street extended to outside to North Boundary of the Site.
Restaurant, Main Foyer and other Public Amenities happen on First Floor which is raised to capture
the views to the West.
Courtyards more legible

egatives:
Internal Gallery / Street cut off by Parking against North Boundary.
Edges of Courtyards / Foyers need activation.
Dark Ground Floor Foyer.
Mass of Auditorium on Prominent South West node obstructs views into the Centre by passerS-by.

arrow street to the East not effectively activated.
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Fig.54: Concept 3 - Three dimensional esolution
Internal Street / Gallery Metaphoric - Melody and Rhythm of Music in Architecture.
The Structural Form of the Auditorium, Although Stable, draws attention away from the Street and
Dominates the Composition.

----------
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Fig.SS: Concept 3 - AIt:nate Th:;~-dim~:io~r~~olution----

The Metaphoric and Symbolic Internal Street is given Prominence by the playing down of the Forms
of the Functional spaces.

The East and West Elevations reveal the hard edged response to the Street edges. Highlights the need
for refinement in order to engage with the Streets.

1103



CONCEPT 4
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Ftq.5G: Concept 4 - Ground Floor Plan Flq.57: Concept 4 - First Floor Plan

The Audi torium repositioned to offer more engagement between building and street
on the South end. A strong visual link between street and gallery - passers by given a
clue to the nature of the activities within the Centre.
The mass of the Auditorium, now on Eastern edge is scaled down by Street level
activi ties such as Shops and Trade kiosks.
An Urban solution in the form of the Mixed -use buildings on the adjacent sites further
activates the narrow street to the east
The main Foyer/ Courtyard happens at the Intersection of the Primary (1nl Street) axis
and the East West Axis thatcreat Vistas to the Racecourse to the West and the Mixed use
development to the West. All the major functional spaces are accessed of the multivolum€
central Foyer / Courtyard. Lightweight screens, pergola and light wells allow adequate
natural light into the lower volumes.



The Dome fonru _
do. not serve any significant purpo e in the
c nccpt fo the archit tural form of th Centre.
Plate:48 indicate6an alt mat olution.
En ironmental concerns are indicated by the use of
screens and pergola. The Western Elevation, however
need protection from the low tting un.
The West elevation furth r needs to emphasise the
concept of rh thm and mel dy.



CONCEPT 5: (In Development)

FI~.58: Concept 5 - Ground Floor Plan Flg.59: Concept 5 - First Floor Plan

Design Intentions:

Juxtaposition of Internal to external gallery highlights the concept of the shifting
aXIs In Indian architecture. Such Juxtaposition further heightens antiCipation as
the travellers view constantly changes.

The posItion of the gallery close to the Western (Mitchell Rd) boundary results
In more Visual engagement between the interior and exterior of the bUilding and
gives Importance to the street. The Internal gallery With ItS metaphoriC roof is
almost entirely exposed to the street and as a consequence lesser prominent
spaces such as ablutions are shielded from public view.



Plate.50: Concer:>t 5 Form and Structure model

The application of the concept
of MUSIC Into architecture
(PI.50)to the proposed
building emphasises the
layering of rhythms and melody
m the structural and material
organisation of the buildmg
(Refer also to Technical
Report). The first layer would
comprise the structural grid'
the second layer - mfJII panels,
the third layer - module and so
forth.
The Yantra would be used as
orderrng module m deSign
(refer also to technical
report).

Flg.GO: Concept 5 - Second Floor Plan



7.G. DESIGN REALISATION: ENVIRONMENTAL and TECHNICAL STUDY

Flg.G I : Study of Solar paths dUring
Summer solstice; winter solstice
and the equinoxes.

CLIMATIC INFLUENCES:
The City of Durban IS located on the
30degree latitude South of the
equator and IS broadly classified as a
hot-humid sub-tropical region.
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F,g.G2: Wind Roses
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WlN1iER WIND RC"

the setting sun. The long facades that
define the Eastern and Western edges
of the site do still need some solar
control devices to Windows and
glaZing.
Prevailing Winds occur In the NE
direction whilst the SSW Winds are
strong and mOisture laden
(Flgs.G2~G3).

Low angle driving rain from the SW
results In weather-proofing challenges.
The NE Winds are useful In lessening
the effects of the high humidity. Cross

the solar paths
winter and the

Flg.G I illustrates
dUring summer;
equinoxes.

There IS a high degree of sunshine
dUring the year especially dUring
summer. In summer the average time of
sunrise IS Sa.m. and sunset at 7p.m. In
winter there are still many daylight
hours and plenty sunshine. The average
time of sunrise In winter IS 7a.m. whilst
sunset happens at Sp.m.

The high degree of sunshine means a
high degree of solar radiation and ItS
assoCiated problems such as expansion
of materials; fading of finishes and
warping of timber.
The site IS oriented along a North 
South aXIS which IS not Ideal as the
West fa~ade may be exposed to the
harsh setting sun especially In summer.
Trees across Mitchell Cresent and the
Mornlngslde Hill to the West do
however provide some screening of



ventilation IS therefore crucial In the
Durban climate.

Flq.G3: Wind direction In relation to The Site

Annual precipitation level IS relatIvely
high and occurs mainly dUring the
spring and summer months. A high
relative humidity and the warm
Mozambique current results In a low
diurnal temperature range throughout
the year. Humidity results In high
discomfort level especially dUring the
months of January to March. The water
table IS high In low lYing areas. The
water table at the Site for the
proposed building IS a mere 2m below
ground level. The high level of
atmospheric and ground mOisture
poses challenges regarding
waterproofing and fungal decay.

The hot-humid regIon IS characterised
by lush vegetation throughout the
year. Green landscaping IS therefore
an envlro-frlendly method of filtering

radiation; and redUCing Intrusive nOises
from traffiC and other external sources.
Deciduous trees such as the
Indigenous White Stlnkwood prOVIde
dense screening to summer sunshine
whilst In winter they shed their leaves
allOWing for filtered winter sunshine.

EnVironmental Response In Design:

Solar Study of the Proposed BUilding:
The aim of the solar study IS to analyse
the adequacy or excessiveness of
sunshine on the site and Within the
building complex. Such study entails
digital modelling to produce accurate
dIagrams shOWing sun penetration and
shadow projections at speCIfic times
during the different seasons (Flgs.G4,
G5 tGG).

Such study Will reveal the effectiveness
of solar screening / protection as well
as the pOSSible need for further solar
control.

Shadow projections may also be
theoretically analysed. Sunlight would
be referred to as a material In

architecture. The dramatic and dynamiC
play of light and shadow adds a further
layer to the reading of the building.
The dramatic play of light and shadow
reveals an added layer of rhythm and
melody on the vertical and hOrizontal
planes of the building. Sunshine and
natural light, further has great symbolic
and metaphYSical value In traditional
archItecture.



f''3.G4: Solar Study - 21 December

Plenty of early mormng
sunshine to South plaza and
much of the North courtyard.
New East Street In shade.

21Dec 8arn

All open spaces receIVe
plenty sunshine. No elVer
shadOWing from buddlngs.
New East street IS almost
entirely sunht.

21Dec 12pm

Open spaces receive plenty
sunshine. Pergolas effectively
filter the strong afternoon sun.
The new East street 15 partially
shaded.

21Dec 4prn



Flg.G5: Solar Study 21 Mar / Sept

The North covrtyard receive:;
plenty morning :;un:;hme whilst
the South plan IS partly
overshadowed. The Internal
qallery I:; shaded whll:;t the
external gallery receive:;
adeqvate filtered svnllght.

21 Mar/sept 8am.

Open spaces are almost
entirely sunltt. Overhead
screens break up the strong
overhead sunlight.

21 Mar/Sept 12pm.

The North corutyard IS
protected from the strong
afternoon sun by the buildm'js
on the Western edge of the
site. The Site and adjacent
:;Ites receive adequate
afternoon sunshine

21 Mar/Sept 4pm



Flg.GG: 50lar 5tudy - 2 J June

The complex and adjacent
51tes are almost entirely
In shade.

21 Jun Bam.

Plenty of mornm'3 sunshine
to all open spaces.
South plaza lar'3e1y
overshadoweO.
The propO$ed mixed-use
buddlngs shade the new
East street.

21 Jun lOam.

Plenty of North sunlight
penetration Into the complex.
New East Street pleasan y
sun ht..

21 Jun 12pm

Low level of chreet afternoon
sunshine. foyers on the
Ea.st-West aXIS allow much
deSIred filtered sunll'3ht mto
the heart of the complex.

21 Jun 4pm



Flg.G7: Solar Penetration - Unprotected We5t Facade :--....

Flg.G9: AdJu5table 50Iar 5creen5 allowing U5er5 to adJu5t 5Creen5 according to their requlrement5. Adu5table
5creen5 add a further layer of chan01n0 rhythm5 of form5 and their a550clated 5hadow5 on the fa~de.

Sun Study of Part West Elevation
The sun study undertaken on part of the
West elevation during the worst solar
exposure period - 2 I December at
4PM. A solar aZimuth of 98.5 deg.
West of North and a solar altitude of 3G
deg. Poses serious challenges regarding
solar radiation on the west fa~de

(flg.G7).

Solar screens would be proportioned to
the Yantra. Adjustable screens affords the
opportunity to the users of the space In
detennmmg their posItions. The
adJustablilty of the screens adds a further
layer of changmg rhythms of fonns and
their associated shadows to the fa<;ade.



Ventilation and Passive Cooling.

FI<::j.70: er055 5ectlon 5hoWIn<::j pa551ve cooltn<::j and ventilation

All of the functional spaces, other
than the Auditorium, Recital Hall
and Recording SUite are naturally
ventilated.
Such spaces are located on the
Eastern and Western boundaries
are relatively narrow, elongated
spaces that allow facilitate cross
ventilation (Figs. 70 t7 I ).

Postttve
Pressure

southWeste
Cold I MoIsture- I
Laden Strong Wlnd~

<------' :
Cross Ventilation :

Al
• I
• I: ,

The Stack Effect.:

-.......•..•

North Easterly
Prevailing Winds

e egative
Pressure

The shaded North courtyard with
Its eXisting trees, foliage and
water IS a cool micro climate. The

I_________________J prevailing North Easterly winds
carry cool air from the courtyard

and foyer spaces through the entire complex of
buildings. The Main Foyer at the centre of the
complex IS a multiple-volume space open to the sky
resulting In a natural stack /flue for hot air to escape
from the flanking buildings (Flg.72). Ceilings of the
flanking bUildings are raked to allow hot air to eXit via
louvered grilles (Flg.70).
The gusty, rain-laden South Westerly winds are kept
out by the harder bUilding edges as well as solar
screens.

,--- --------------1
I- --- ,

F''3. 7 J : 5,te Plan 5hoWIn'3 pa55lve cooltn'3
and ventllatlon (Author).

Flg.72: Longrtudlnal5ectlon 5hoWlng pa551ve cooltng and ventilation (Author)



Flg.73: Plan of Proposed Centre for MusIc showing

Acoustic Buffers Zones In bold outline. (Author)

Acoustic response In the Design of

the Proposed BUilding.

The main acoustic conSiderations with

regard to acoustic spaces IS the

exclUSion of external intrusive nOises;

the mitigation of nOise between

functional spaces and the optimum

quality of sound within the acoustic

spaces.

The positions of acoustic spaces

such as AuditOrium, ReCital Hall and

Recording Studios are protected

from intrusive nOises by buffer

spaces (Flg.73). Acoustic buffer

spaces take the form of edge

buildings that accommodate functions

such as reSidences; shops;

restaurants; cafes and galleries.

Courtyards and foyers also serve as

acoustic buffers.

Dense construction of external walls

further assists with the insulation of

acoustic spaces.

The large scale of the auditOrium

necessitates the installation of

acoustic reflectors for even

distribution of sound throughout the

space. The positioning of reflectors

IS determined by the geometric

analysIs of sound paths within the

auditOrium space (Figs.74~75) the

nature of materials within the

acoustic spaces and of the reflectors

would be determined by the

preceding case studies.



Flg.74: Longitudinal 5ectlon through the Auditorium indicating geometric analYSis sound paths (Author)

Flg.75: Auditorium Plan indicating Geometric analysis of sound paths (Author).



The Yantra as Ordering Module In Design.
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Flg.7G: The Yantra as Layered Module for order In Elevation (Author).
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Flg.77: Yantra as Layered Module for order on Plan (Author).

The yantra hence becomes a symbolic
unifying element In the pragmatic
ordering of the building from the
structural grid down to the Individual
paving module.

The square Yantra would be used as a
geometric module for order In the
design of the proposed building. The
yantra would be layered to varying
scales to SUit ItS application In the
design of the building. Hence the
Yantra IS graded from the smallest Unit
as building block or paver up to the
structural grid of the building.

The 900x900"module", for example,
would serve many purposes ranging
from fenestration, cladding and
balustrade to ceiling grids and
acoustic panels. Sub- diVIsions of the
900 "module" would proportion
elements such as pavers and mesh
aperture sizes (Flg.G9). Multiples of
the 900 module, on the other hand,
would proportion the larger ordering
elements such as InM panels and

ultimately the
(Figs. 7 Gt77).

structural grid



Services.

Water:
The site IS serViced with municipal
water supply at adequate pressure to
service the proposed building Including
the fire-fighting requirements.
Collection of rainwater by means of
tanks would lessen the demand on the
municipal supply. As the water table on
the site IS high ground water from
basement level would be pumped up
from the sumps Into the landscape
water features and storage tanks.
Storage tanks would supply water for
all purposes other than drinking.
Storage tanks located higher up would
be essential In fire control.

Sewerage Disposal:
The site IS serviced with mUnicipal
sewer lines (Flg.3G). All sewerage
would be disposed Into the municipal
lines.

Stormwater:
The site has been serviced with
municipal stormwater lines.
Where pOSSible, though, stormwater
would be collected In tanks as
discussed above. Soakplts would be
Installed In the green landscaped
areas, again redUCing the consumption

of mUnicipal water. The need for
pOSSible stormwater attenuation would
be confirmed With a specialist who
would be tasked With the deSign
thereof should It be necessary.

Electricity:
The site IS serviced With municipal
electricity. The faCilities would require
3 phase power supply and the
Installation of transformer; meter and
SWitch rooms on site.
In light of the recent power outages
due to load shedding, backup
generators are indispensable. As the
sub-tropical climate In Durban prOVides
long daylight hours and sunshine IS
plentiful throughout the year, It would
make sense to Incorporate solar power
and photovoltaic cell technology In the
production of electricity.

Natural light will be maximised Within
the functional spaces dUring daylight
hours. All functional spaces would have
direct access to natural light and
ventilation. Double - banked corridors
would be avoided. Energy efficiency In
the deSign of the building would
Incorporate natural breezes to effect
passive cooling (Flgs.70-72).
Well Insulated materials would prevent
energy wastage.
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Obstacles In the path of sound do not
cast complete acoustic shadows.
Diffraction of sound, Similar to that of
light, causes bending of sound around
the edges of obstacles In ItS path
(Flg.80). The longer the sound
wavelength (Iow frequency sound) the
greater the degree of diffraction and
vice versa.

FIt21.80: Diffraction of sound waves. Parkin
1979

Flg.79: The effect of cUNed surfaces on reflection of
sound.

The geometric study of sound In
rooms IS most valuable In the deSign
of acoustic spaces for both speech
and musIc. The shorter wavelength
sound so characteristic of speech and
most musIc would reverberate and die
off qUickly. Long wavelength sounds
however behave differently. Should
one of the dimenSions of a room
match that of a sound wavelength then
a standing wave IS created and the
reverberation time IS much longer. The
same applies to sub-multiples of a

Acoustics.
Acoustic principles are Invaluable In
realising the pragmatic requirements for a
place of musIc. The various theories and
unique relationships reviewed would be
utilised, to greater or lesser extent, In the
design of the proposed Centre for Indian
MUSIc.

Geometric Method:
The analYSis of sound paths within rooms
is possible by plotting the sound wave as
they are reflected off surfaces. For
practical purposes It IS adequate to
analyse only the first one or two
reflections (Parkin, 1979:34). The shape,
attitude and boundary surfaces affect
sound reflection within a space.
Sound energy may be reflected off;
absorbed by or transmitted through the
surfaces the sound waves strike. The angle
of reflected sound always equals the angle
of the InCident sound from the source
(Flg.78 also Flg.75 In Design response) .
Curved surfaces may either focus or
disperse sound waves (Flg.79).

Sound analysIs In rooms may be analysed
geometrically and statistically (Parkin,
1979:34).

APPENDIX A:

iI•I
A ,~
I ,. ,,'
'/

It
Flg.78: Angle of Reflected Sound.



wavelength that fit within a room dimension.
Certain musIc notes would therefore die off
qUickly whilst others would resonate for a
longer time within the space.
Most auditoria are large enough so that
there are countless number of room
resonances within the auditoriums frequency
range (Parkin, 1979:39). Some resonances
compliment each other whilst others cancel
out each other. The net effect IS of far
fewer resonances. Spacing of resonances IS
therefore related solely to reverberation
time.

Statistical Method:
Sound absorption IS determined largely by
the nature of the surfaces that the incident
sound waves strike. Harder, non-porous
surfaces are less absorbent than softer,
porous surfaces. Therefore harder surfaces
reflect more sound. Absorption IS also
related to the positioning of absorptive
materials relative to other surfaces In a
room. Patches of absorptive material
Interspersed with reflective material IS far
more effective that grouping together the
absorptive materials (Plate.28 In Case
Study). This IS due to the fact that sound
waves at the Junction of absorptive and
reflective materials are diffracted toward the
edges of the absorptive materials. The
edges of absorptive materials become more
effective absorbers than their centres
(Parkin, 1979:40).
Materials and shapes of rooms affect
reverberation time. As sound IS reflected
within a room the variOUS surface materials
as well as the shape of the room would
determine the reverberation time.

Sound from a source does not rise
Instantaneously but rather builds up over a
short period of time. Direct sound level IS
only a fraction less, though, than the total
sound produced as a result of the bUild up
of reverberant sound In a room. The actual
difference In the level of direct sound as
compared to that of the final sound In a
room IS therefore practically unnoticeable to
the listener.

When musIc IS suddenly sWitched off,
however, the transient sounds are
somewhat modified due to the effects of
reverberation as the sound takes some
time to die off. MUSIC as well as speech
consist largely of transient sounds. It IS
therefore essential that auditoria be
deSigned such that transient sounds are
not too seriously affected as musIc or
speech may become distorted.
Reverberation time may be reduced to
prevent blurring of sounds or notes
played In succession. It IS therefore
necessary to produce a level of
reverberation that IS constant over a
range of frequenCies In order to prevent
excessive fluctuations In sound levels
(Parkin, 1979:42).

Materials are more or less absorptive
depending on their composition. Soft
porous materials are much better
absorbers that smooth, hard materials.
Where fore practical reasons walls have
to be plastered and painted the acoustic
properties of acoustic plasters could be
negatively affected by painting of such. A
pattern of perforations Within such
surface would restore ItS absorptive
properties. Multiple layers of glaZing With
air spaces would prOVide better
absorption and insulation of sound Flg.3 I
Case study). Similarly cavity walls can be
lined With absorptive materials.
Mechanical resonators are also effective
In cavity walls.

The Design of Rooms for MUSIC:
Traditionally the acoustiC environment
In which musIc was performed actually
determined, to a large extent, the
nature of the musIc compOSition. The
highly ornate Italian opera house With
ItS elaborate furnishing and tiered
boxes produced short reverberation
time Within the opera space. Such
spaces were therefore SUited to the
rapid musIc compOSitions of Mozart
among others. Until the beginning of
the I 9 th century musIc continued to
be composed to SUit the acoustic



nature of the spaces within which the
relevant musIc would be performed (Parkin,
I 979:GG).

In the late 19th century Wagner and
Bayreuth pioneered the Idea of rather
creating buildings to SUit the musIc they
faCilitated. Contemporary musIc venues are
designed to enhance the quality of musIc.
Faults such as echoes can now be minimised
by design and use of materials In a
performance space (Parkin, ) 979:GG).

Certain acoustic requirements are essential
In the deSign of rooms for musIc:
Definition; Fullness of Tone; Balance;
Blending; no obVIOUS faults such as Echoes;
Low level of Intruding nOise and uniform
distribution of acoustics over the entire
audience area are the main deSign
objectives of any acoustic space.
With regard to the Uniform distribution of
sound the Inverse Square Law causes the
Intensity of direct sound to drop as It
travels through a space. The sound levels at
the back of auditOria may be Significantly
lower than at the front. ThiS loss In sound
intensity may be mitigated by raking the rear
rows of seating In the audience and by
keeping the length of the auditOrium to a
minimum (Flg.23 In Case study). The fan
shaped auditOrium With balcony / gallery
seating IS therefore an advantage over
rectangular rooms (Parkin, 1979:70).

Reflectors over the stage area are effective
In projecting the InCident sound waves to

the rear of the auditorium. BalCOnies,
though, may weaken sound intensity In the
seating areas below the balcony. It IS
therefore essential to rake the sofflt of the
balcony which then becomes a reflector to
the seating below(Flg.81 4: Flg.74 In deSign
response)

Flg.8 J : The use of reflectors In an Auditorium.

Echoes, resonance and flutter echoes can
rUin the quality of sound In an otherWise
well deSigned space. The shape of rooms
and the materials used on their surfaces
may assist In lengthening reverberation time
and thereby reduce echo. The use of
slatted or porous absorptive material on
the rear wall of musIc room would reduce
echo Within the room.
Concave surfaces focus sound waves and
may worsen echo and therefore should only
be used where such surfaces would not
focus the sound on the audience (FI 15).

Flg.82: The focusslng effect of concave surfaces.

Resonances may occur where the shape or
size of room surfaces favour certain
frequencies. For example, a sound wave
that IS exactly the same length or any sub
multiple of the distance between two
parallel surfaces Will be louder than the
sounds at other frequencies.
Parallel surfaces also produce flutter
echoes. The source of musIc (stage) IS
usually set back from the auditorium space
In order to mitigate flutter echoes.
Resonances and flutter echoes may
be nullified by keeping wall surfaces at
least five degrees off parallel (Parkin,
1979:75).



Ferrelra Identifies certain design principles
that every musIc room should mcorporate as
listed hereafter:
Exclude mtrudmg nOISes; minimise flutter
echoes and standing waves; prOVide
diffusion of sound and have SUitable
reverberation characteristiCS. NOise
attenuation can be cost effectively achieved
by the placement of buffer spaces such as
cOrridors and utility rooms between the
musIc spaces and nOise sources.
Arrangement of different functional bUlldmgs
wlthm a complex may also shield acoustic
spaces thereby prOViding effective nOise
attenuation (Ferrelra, 1971: 35).

Ventilation and other mechanIcal systems
may also produce mtruslve nOises. Such
plant should be located away from acoustic
spaces. Plant rooms situated m basements
are Ideal. Plant should be positioned on
heavy bases With flexible anti-Vibration
mountmgs. FleXible connections drastically
reduce nOise transmiSSion. All air ducts etc.
should be Installed With nOise filters and
such ducts may also be lmed Internally With
absorbent materials. Air volumes to acoustic
spaces should also be low enough to
prevent excessive turbulent nOise through
grilles and diffusers (Ferrelra, 197/: 3G).

Electro-acoustlc Aids m MUSIC Rooms:
AuditOria may have permanent sound
systems mstalled. However most mUSICians
prefer to carry around their own equipment
to SUit their particular needs. In audltor1c3
With permanent electro-acoustlc systems
such as the Playhouse Opera, a specialist
sound engmeer or techniCian would be
deSignated to control sound In such
auditOria.

Electro-acoustlc aids enhance sound m
larg~r auditoria by ensuring that an even
level of loudness IS distributed throughout
the room. Electro-acoustlc aids also effect

the manipulation of reverberation
before feedmg out to the
loudspeakers.
Modern equipment channel sound from
mdlvldual microphones through a mlxer/
amplifier and then out through the loud
speakers as processed sound.

The deSign of musIc rooms IS no less
Important With the advent of electro
acoustic aids as confirmed m an
mtervlew With mUSICian and sound
engmeer, Mr. Tansen Nepaul. In fact the
effects of echo and resonance could be
much worse due to the amplification of
sound through speakers In musIc rooms.

Electro-acoustlc aids are crUCial In the
recordmg and production of musIc. It IS
pOSSible to record separate musIcians
on separate tracks (multi-track
recording) thereby affordmg the
pOSSibility of edltmg each mstrument or
singer separately before mixing and
balancmg the musIc. The net result
would be musIc of higher quality than
pOSSibly even the orlgmal rendition.

There IS an Increasmg trend among
singers to use back-tracked musIc due
to practical, finanCial and economic
reasons. Such performances though
limit spontaneity and the Visual drama of
live performances.
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